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METHOD OF FABRICATING METASURFACE ON SKIN FOR BLOOD GLUCOSE DETECTION

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023158822A1
Solicitantes BEIJING INST OF GRAPHIC COMMUNICATION [CN] 
Resumen A method of fabricating metasurface on skin for blood glucose

detection, which relates to a flexible wearable electronic
technology in healthcare. The blood glucose
detectioncomprises: designing metasurface with a resonant ring
structure cell, and building a model by simulating a relationship
between blood glucose concentration and electromagnetic
absorption property of the metasurface; preparing the
metasurface on the skin; scanning the metasurface on the skin
under different frequencies electromagnetic wave and acquiring
a relationship curve between S-11 parameter and frequency;
the change of blood glucose concentration is determined
according to the resonant peak frequency shift in the
relationship curve based on the model. It realizes the
electromagnetic wave metasurface with a good skin
biocompatibility, a stable electromagnetic property and a high
glucose detection accuracy is directly structured on the skin,
moreover, it can directly measure human blood glucose
concentration without sampling human blood, realizing real
non-invasive human blood glucose detection.

Method of Insulin Administration

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023158234A1
Solicitantes COOK COLLEEN [US] 
Resumen A method of determining initial insulin dosage range for patients with diabetes includes determining insulin dosage

range based upon factors of estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) and body mass index (BMI), and
administering such dosage to the patient.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023158822A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023158234A1
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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR DELIVERING TARGETED THERAPY

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023157783A1
Solicitantes INTUITIVE SURGICAL OPERATIONS INC [US] 
Resumen A computer-assisted medical device is configured and used to

endoluminally navigate to a location in the gastrointestinal
system and there treat certain body lumen wall areas while
avoiding other body lumen wall areas. Embodiments ablate the
inner mucosal layer and sub-mucosal nerve plexus of the
stomach, duodenum and jejunum to effect treatment of insulin
resistance and metabolic disorders, such as Type II diabetes
(T2D), polycystic ovarian syndrome (PCOS), non-alcoholic
steatohepatitis (NASH), non-alcoholic fatty liver disease
(NAFLD), congestive heart failure (CHF) and obstructive sleep
apnea (OSA). Various sensors are used to assist a clinical
operator to navigate from the mouth through the pyloric
sphincter and into and through the duodenum and/or jejunum.
Various sensors are used to map and identify portions of the
duodenum and/or jejunum. Various lumen wall ablation devices
and methods are described. Various post-treatment assessments are described.

GLUCOSE SENSOR

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023157598A1
Solicitantes MEDTRONIC MINIMED INC [US] 
Resumen A method includes monitoring, via a device including an

electrochemical cell, an electrical current that is proportional to
an impedance of the electrochemical cell, and responsive to
determining that the electrical current satisfies a threshold,
measuring, via the device, a plurality of impedances of the
electrochemical cell corresponding to a plurality of frequencies.
The method further includes determining a charge transfer
conductance and a solution resistance based on the plurality of
impedances at fewer than four of the corresponding plurality of
frequencies and determining the presence of electrochemical
interference based on the solution resistance and the charge
transfer conductance. The method further includes outputting
an alert based on the determination of the presence of
electrochemical interference.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023157783A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023157598A1
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System, Device and Method of Dynamic Glucose Profile Response to Physiological Parameters

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023157643A1
Solicitantes ABBOTT DIABETES CARE INC [US] 
Resumen Method, device and system for providing consistent and reliable

glucose response information to physiological changes and/or
activities is provided to improve glycemic control and health
management.

USE OF ELECTROCHEMICAL IMPEDANCE SPECTROSCOPY (EIS) IN GROSS FAILURE ANALYSIS

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023157566A1
Solicitantes MEDTRONIC MINIMED INC [US] 
Resumen Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) is used in

conjunction with continuous glucose monitors and continuous
glucose monitoring (CGM) to enable in-vivo sensor calibration.
gross (sensor) failure analysis, and intelligent sensor
diagnostics and faith detection. An equivalent circuit model is
defined, and circuit elements are used to characterize sensor
behavior.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023157643A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023157566A1
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METHODS AND SYSTEMS FOR ANALYZING GLUCOSE DATA MEASURED FROM A PERSON HAVING DIABETES

Nº publicación    23/05/2023FI3277180T3
Solicitantes F HOFFMANN LA ROCHE AG 

ROCHE DIAGNOSTICS GMBH 
Resumen Methods and systems are disclosed analyzing a glucose level

of a person having diabetes. The method, in at least one
example, comprises receiving into a computing device a
plurality of measured glucose values from a continuous glucose
monitoring system coupled to a person having diabetes,
analyzing the plurality of measured glucose values with a
probability analysis tool on the computing device to determine a
glucose threshold (g lc ), and a boundary (g ρ ) glucose value
at a probability threshold where the person having diabetes
requires at least a predetermined insulin dose, and comparing,
with the computing device, the boundary glucose value (g ρ ) to
the glucose threshold (g lc ), wherein if the boundary glucose
value (g ρ ) is greater than the glucose threshold (g lc ) then the
computing device performs an alert on a user interface.

DEVICE FOR DELIVERING MEDICAMENT WITH INTEGRATED INFUSION CATHETER AND CONTINOUS GLUCOSE
MONITOR SENSOR ASSEMBLY

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023086482A1
Solicitantes AITA BIO INC [US] 
Resumen A device for delivering medicament to a user is disclosed. The device comprises a reservoir for storing medicament;

an infusion catheter fluidly communicating with the reservoir to deliver the medicament into a subcutaneous layer of
the user; a pump fluidly communicating with the reservoir and infusion catheter for pumping the medicament from the
reservoir though the infusion catheter; an introducer needle movable within the infusion catheter, the introducer
needle configured to facilitate (a) insertion of the infusion catheter into a subcutaneous layer of the user and (b)
retraction of the introducer needle after insertion of the infusion catheter to enable delivery of medicament through the
infusion catheter; and a sensor for continuously monitoring glucose level in the user, wherein the sensor is configured
to (a) engage the introducer needle and/or the infusion catheter and (b) simultaneously advance along with the
infusion catheter during the insertion into the subcutaneous layer of the user by the introducer needle.

METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR DETERMINING RISK DATA CONCERNING INJURY IN A USER'S FOOT

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023084453A1
Solicitantes PONTIFICIA UNIV JAVERIANA [CO] 
Resumen The present invention relates to a method and system for determining risk data (1) concerning injury in a user's foot,

for designing and developing customised insoles for the early management of biomechanical alterations in diabetic
patients, supported by a telemedicine platform and 15 embedded digital modules with protocols and software
applications, for acquiring and integrating patient information by means of commercial specialised electronic devices
integrated into the platform and which provided step-by-step assistance to an expert (8) for the smart automated
design and remote production of customised therapeutic insoles adapted to the size and morphology of each user
with diabetic foot syndrome.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=FI3277180T3
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=WO2023086482A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=WO2023084453A1
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A SYRINGE, A METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING SUCH SYRINGES AND AN ASSEMBLY

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023149639A1
Solicitantes MEDTECH CONCEPT LLC [US] 
Resumen A syringe, having a front portion carrying a hollow, axially

extending needle, a container, running from said front portion
and forming a container rear end portion, a plunger, extending
and being movable axially in the container, the needle rear end
being in fluid connection with the container and the plunger
being arranged to suck liquid, e.g. a liquid comprising insulin,
through the needle when drawn away from the needle and to
discharge liquid through the needle when pushed towards the
needle, the plunger having a piston portion, turned to the
needle rear end, and a coupling portion arranged to co-act with
the piston portion for moving the piston portion in the container.

SYSTEMS, DEVICES, AND METHODS TO COMPENSATE FOR TEMPERATURE EFFECTS ON SENSORS

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023148920A1
Solicitantes DEXCOM INC [US] 
Resumen This document discusses, among other things, systems and

methods to compensate for the effects of temperature on
sensors, such as analyte sensor. An example method may
include determining a temperature-compensated glucose
concentration level by receiving a temperature signal indicative
of a temperature parameter of an external component,
receiving a glucose signal indicative of an in vivo glucose
concentration level, and determining a compensated glucose
concentration level based on the glucose signal, the
temperature signal, and a delay parameter.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023149639A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023148920A1
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ANALYTE SENSOR

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023148917A1
Solicitantes DEXCOM INC [US] 
Resumen The present invention relates generally to systems and

methods for measuring an analyte in a host. More particularly,
the present invention relates to systems and methods for
transcutaneous measurement of glucose in a host.

SENSOR DEVICE MONITORS FOR CALIBRATION

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023148916A1
Solicitantes MEDTRONIC MINIMED INC [US] 
Resumen In some examples, a system for monitoring glucose includes

processing circuitry and a glucose monitor comprising one or
more monitor electrodes and one or more working electrodes,
wherein a first chemistry stack is disposed on at least one of
the monitor electrode(s) and a second chemistry stack is
disposed on at least one of the working electrode(s). The
processing circuitry may be configured to measure one or more
calibration values of an operating parameter of the monitor
electrode(s), retrieve one or more pre-calibration values of the
operating parameter of the monitor electrode(s), wherein the
pre-calibration value(s) were measured before the calibration
value, determine one or more delta values using the calibration
value(s) and the pre-calibration value(s), and calibrate glucose
values sensed by the working electrode(s) using the delta
value(s).

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023148917A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023148916A1
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LIFESTYLE ACTIVITY DETECTION FOR DIABETES MANAGEMENT

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023148910A1
Solicitantes DIANAVI CORP [US] 
Resumen A lifestyle coaching system for lifestyle intervention in disease

management is provided. The lifestyle coaching system detects
a patient performing various lifestyle activities, such as a
workout or stress-inducing activity, as part of determining and
optimizing real time or near-real time coaching output that is
displayed to a patient via a user device. The provided lifestyle
coaching system is able to detect a start and end time of each
of the patient's workouts despite receiving the patient's heart
rate data at a low sampling rate from a fitness tracking device
by combining the low sample rate heart rate data with
secondary factors indicative of patient working out. The
provided lifestyle coaching system is also able to detect when
an elevated heart rate of a patient is due to stress rather than
exercise.

DYNAMIC DISPLAY OF GLUCOSE INFORMATION

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023154625A1
Solicitantes ABBOTT DIABETES CARE INC [US] 
Resumen Method and system including displaying a first representation of a medication treatment parameter profile, displaying

a first representation of a physiological profile associated with the medication treatment parameter profile, detecting a
modification to a segment of the medication treatment parameter profile, displaying a modified representation of the
medication treatment parameter profile and the physiological profile based on the detected modification to the
segment of the medication treatment parameter profile, modifying an attribute of the first representation of the
medication treatment parameter profile, and modifying an attribute of the first representation of the physiological
profile are provided.

ENCAPSULATION DEVICE SYSTEMS WITH OXYGEN SENSORS WITH OR WITHOUT EXOGENOUS OXYGEN DELIVERY

Nº publicación    18/05/2023AU2023202712A1
Solicitantes UNIV ARIZONA [US] 
Resumen An encapsulation device system for therapeutic applications

such as but not limited to regulating blood glucose. The system
may comprise an encapsulation device with a first oxygen
sensor integrated inside the device and a second oxygen
sensor disposed on an outer surface of the device, wherein the
sensors allow for real-time measurements (such as oxygen
levels) related to cells (e.g., islet cells, stem cell derived beta
cells, etc.) housed in the encapsulation device. The system
may also feature an exogenous oxygen delivery system
operatively connected to the encapsulation device via a
channel, wherein the exogenous oxygen delivery system is
adapted to deliver oxygen to the encapsulation device.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023148910A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023154625A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=AU2023202712A1
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Systems and methods for distributing continuous glucose data

Nº publicación    18/05/2023AU2023202651A1
Solicitantes DEXCOM INC [US] 
Resumen The present disclosure relates to systems, devices and

methods for receiving biosensor data acquired by a medical
device, e.g., relating to glucose concentration values, and
controlling the access and distribution of that data. In some
embodiments, systems and methods are disclosed for
monitoring glucose levels, displaying data relating to glucose
values and metabolic health information, and controlling
distribution of glucose data between applications executing on
a computer, such as a smart phone. In some embodiments,
systems and methods are disclosed for controlling access to
medical data such as continuously monitored glucose levels,
synchronizing health data relating to glucose levels between
multiple applications executing on a computer, and/or
encrypting data.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=AU2023202651A1
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Alarms and alerts for medication delivery devices and related systems and methods

Nº publicación    18/05/2023AU2023202630A1
Solicitantes BIGFOOT BIOMEDICAL INC [US] 
Resumen Systems, methods, and devices provide alarms and alerts in an

on-body networked diabetes management system. Methods
may include receiving glucose sensor data from a continuous
glucose monitor and determining a dosage of insulin delivery
based at least in part on the glucose sensor data. The method
may include detecting an alarm or alert condition, and sending
a wireless communication regarding the alarm or alert condition
to a remote user-interface device. The method may include
triggering an audible, visual, or haptic alarm or alert on the
insulin delivery device unless an acknowledgement of the alarm
or alert condition is received within a predetermined period of
time.

DELIVERY DEVICE WITH CAM DRIVEN PERISTALTIC PUMP

Nº publicación    18/05/2023AU2021358022A1
Solicitantes BECTON DICKINSON CO 
Resumen A delivery device for delivering medicament, such as insulin, to

a patient includes a housing and a base enclosing an inner
cavity. Enclosed within the housing is a reservoir for containing
a medicament, a delivery mechanism for delivering the
medicament to the patient, and a pump in fluid communication
with the reservoir and delivery mechanism. The base has an
integrally formed fluid channel covered by a flexible membrane
in fluid communication with the reservoir and the delivery
mechanism. A peristaltic pump mechanism includes a cam
assembly having a plurality of cams and cam follower assembly
with a plurality of protrusions to sequentially engaging the
flexible membrane to advance the fluid through fluid channel.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=AU2023202630A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=AU2021358022A1
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Method and apparatus for sensor adhesive life extension

Nº publicación    09/05/2023US11642082B1
Solicitantes BRIDGES TIMOTHY [US] 
Resumen A method and apparatus for extending the life of a continuous glucose monitor adhesive sensor patch on the body.

The apparatus includes an adhesive hold-down, an elastic fabric, and adhering attachments such as Velcro. The
apparatus can be fitted around a user's body, with the adhesive hold-down positioned over the sensor adhesive. The
apparatus then protects the adhesive from peeling away from skin while in the shower, swimming, or other activities
that deteriorate the adhesive.

AUTONOMOUS MEDICAMENT DOSE TRIMMING

Nº publicación    11/05/2023WO2023081239A1
Solicitantes BETA BIONICS INC [US] 
Resumen A glucose level control system (GLCS) may be configured to determine a long-acting insulin dose recommendation

based at least in part on a therapy of fast-acting insulin provided to a subject during a therapy period. The GLCS may
be configured to operate in multiple operating modes with each operating mode configured to provide glucose control
therapy for a different glycemic dysregulation condition (e.g., type-1 or type-2 diabetes). The GLCS may be
configured to determine a recommended medicament dose based at least in part on therapy data and/or
user-specified medicament related inputs, which may include qualitative meal announcements. The dose of
medicament may be modified by the GLCS before the subject experiences a hypoglycemic event. The GLCS may
generate a therapy management data set and perform a therapy management support process including generation
of an excursion dosing threshold value or a backup therapy protocol.

ENZYME-FREE BLOOD GLUCOSE SENSOR AND MANUFACTURING METHOD THEREFOR

Nº publicación    11/05/2023WO2023080536A1
Solicitantes ULSAN NAT INST SCIENCE & TECH UNIST [KR] 
Resumen An enzyme-free blood glucose sensor and a manufacturing method therefor are disclosed. The enzyme-free blood

glucose sensor comprises: a substrate; an insulating layer deposited and formed on the substrate; a porous carbon
electrode deposited and formed on the insulating layer; a metal material region formed on at least a portion of the
surface of the porous carbon electrode; and a palladium electrode deposited and formed on the insulating layer to be
spaced apart from the porous carbon electrode, wherein in the palladium electrode, a negative voltage is applied to
locally increase the concentration of hydroxide ions around the palladium electrode, and a current signal difference
according to glucose concentration can be measured by using the metal material region, thereby measuring blood
glucose.

METHOD FOR OUTPUTTING MESSAGE SUGGESTING BEHAVIOR TO USER ON BASIS OF BLOOD GLUCOSE VALUES OF
USER, AND ELECTRONIC DEVICE PERFORMING SAME

Nº publicación    11/05/2023WO2023080407A1
Solicitantes SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO LTD [KR] 
Resumen An electronic device according to an embodiment can generate logs of a user's blood glucose values obtained

through a blood glucose sensor, determine a target event on the basis of the logs and a user's target blood glucose
value obtained through the blood glucose sensor, and output a message suggesting a target behavior for the target
event. Various other embodiments may be possible.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US11642082B1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=WO2023081239A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=WO2023080536A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=WO2023080407A1
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INSULIN PUMP INFUSION CONTROL METHOD

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023141293A1
Solicitantes MICROTECH MEDICAL HANGZHOU CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen An insulin pump bolus infusion control method. A control

module of a pump body controls the pump body to start a bolus
infusion control mode after receiving a function starting signal;
in the bolus infusion control mode, a bolus key of a control
terminal or a bolus key of an insulin pump body sends an
infusion dosage signal to the control module by means of one
or more operations; if the control module receives a
confirmation signal within a predetermined period of time, then
the control module controls the pump body to start bolus
infusion; and if the control module receives a cancellation signal
or does not receive the confirmation signal within a
predetermined period of time, then the control module controls
the pump body to exit the bolus infusion mode. Using the
method enables an insulin pump to execute a more reasonable
control when carrying out the bolus infusion, i.e., starting,
setting and implementation of the bolus infusion, and enables a
simple and quick operation.

DEVICE FOR NON-INVASIVE BLOOD GLUCOSE CONCENTRATION MEASUREMENT

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023148312A1
Solicitantes GLUCOACTIVE SPOLKA Z OGRANICZONA ODPOWIEDZIALNOSCIA [PL] 
Resumen The subject of the invention is a device for non-invasive blood

glucose concentration measurement, comprising a central
control system (4), a scattering module (1) and an electronic
control system (2) of the scattering module (1) connected to it.
The electronic control system (2) of the scattering module (1) is
connected to the central control system (4). The scattering
module (1) comprises a detection element (28) and a coherent
radiation source (14) connected to the control system of the
coherent radiation source (13). The device is characterized in
that it further comprises a transmission module (7) and an
electronic control system (8) of the transmission module (7) connected to it, connected to the central control system
(4). The device further comprises a proximity sensor (12), connected to the central control system (4). The device
comprises an optical fiber probe (11) comprising an emitting optical fiber (15) and a measuring optical fiber (18). The
emitting optical fiber (15) is connected to a coherent radiation source (14). The measuring optical fiber (18) is
connected to a detection element (28). The emitting optical fiber (15) and the measuring optical fiber (18) are parallel
to each other within the optical fiber probe (11). The emitting optical fiber (15) and the measuring optical fiber (18)
have a numerical aperture larger or equal to 0.5.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023141293A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023148312A1
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR DATA ANALYTICS AND VISUALIZATION

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023146456A1
Solicitantes DEXCOM INC [US] 
Resumen Systems and methods are described that provide a dynamic

reporting functionality that can identify important information
and dynamically present a report about the important
information that highlights important findings to the user. The
described systems and methods are generally described in the
field of diabetes management, but are applicable to other
medical reports as well. In one implementation, the dynamic
reports are based on available data and devices. For example,
useless sections of the report, such as those with no populated
data, may be removed, minimized in importance, assigned a
lower priority, or the like.

FOCUSED STERILIZATION AND STERILIZED SUB-ASSEMBLIES FOR ANALYTE MONITORING SYSTEMS

Nº publicación    04/05/2023FI3801255T3
Solicitantes ABBOTT DIABETES CARE INC 
Resumen A system includes a sensor applicator, a sensor control device

arranged within the sensor applicator and including an
electronics housing and a sensor extending from a bottom of
the electronics housing, and a cap coupled to one of the sensor
applicator and the sensor control device, wherein the cap is
removable prior to deploying the sensor control device from the
sensor applicator.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023146456A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=FI3801255T3
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CLOSED-LOOP ARTIFICIAL PANCREAS DRUG INFUSION CONTROL SYSTEM

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023070717A1
Solicitantes MEDTRUM TECH INC [CN] 
Resumen A closed-loop artificial pancreas drug infusion control system

(100), includes an infusion module (110), configured to deliver
drugs; a program module (120), comprising an input end (121)
and an output end (122), and the input end (121) comprising a
plurality of electrically connective regions (121a, 121b) for
receiving the current blood glucose level, the program module
(120) further preset with a hybrid artificial pancreas algorithm,
used for calculating the insulin infusion amount required by the
user, the hybrid artificial pancreas algorithm includes a cPID
algorithm and/or a cMPC algorithm, where the input of the cPID
algorithm is the intermediate value of the MPC algorithm, and
the input of the cMPC algorithm is the output value of the PID
algorithm; after the output end (122) is electrically connected to
the infusion module (110), the program module (120) controls the infusion module (110) to output the drug according
to the calculated amount of drug required by the user; and an infusion cannula (130), provided with at least two
electrodes (171, 172, 271, 272, 371, 372, 373, 471, 472), the infusion cannula (130) is the drug infusion channel, the
electrodes (171, 172, 271, 272, 371, 372, 373, 471, 472) are disposed on the cannula wall (132), when the infusion
cannula (130) is installed to the working position, the infusion cannula (130) is connected with the infusion module
(110), the drug can then be injected into the body through the infusion cannula (130), and the di

CLOSED-LOOP ARTIFICIAL PANCREAS INSULIN INFUSION CONTROL SYSTEM

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023070715A1
Solicitantes MEDTRUM TECH INC [CN] 
Resumen A closed-loop artificial pancreas insulin infusion control system,

including a detection module (100), configured to detect the
current blood glucose level G continuously; a program module
(101), connected to the detection module (100), and preset with
a hybrid artificial pancreas algorithm, used for calculating the
insulin infusion amount required by the user, the hybrid artificial
pancreas algorithm includes a cPID algorithm and/or a cMPC
algorithm, where the input of the cPID algorithm is the
intermediate value of the MPC algorithm, and the input of the
cMPC algorithm is the output value of the PID algorithm; and an
infusion module (102), connected to the program module (101),
and is controlled by the program module (101) to infuse insulin
according to the insulin infusion amount calculated by the
hybrid artificial pancreas algorithm. Through the in-depth
combination of PID algorithm and MPC algorithm, make full use
of the advantages of PID algorithm and MPC algorithm to make
the infusion result more accurate and reliable, and realize the
precise control of the closed-loop artificial pancreatic insulin infusion system.
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CLOSED-LOOP ARTIFICIAL PANCREAS DRUG INFUSION CONTROL SYSTEM

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023070716A1
Solicitantes MEDTRUM TECH INC [CN] 
Resumen A closed-loop artificial pancreas drug infusion control system

(100), including an infusion module (100), configured to deliver
drugs; a program module (120), comprising input end (121) and
output end (122), and the input end (121)comprising a plurality
of electrically connective regions (121a, 121b) for receiving the
current blood glucose level, the program module (120) further
preset with a hybrid artificial pancreas algorithm, used for
calculating the insulin infusion amount required by the user, the
hybrid artificial pancreas algorithm includes a cPID algorithm
and/or a cMPC algorithm, where the input of the cPID algorithm
is the intermediate value of the MPC algorithm, and the input of
the cMPC algorithm is the output value of the PID algorithm,
after the output end (122) is electrically connected to the
infusion module (110), the program module (120) controls the
infusion module (110) to output the drug according to the
calculated amount of drug required by the user; an infusion
cannula (130) with conductive area (s), the infusion cannula
(130) is the drug infusion channel; and a plurality of electrodes (171, 172) for detecting the blood glucose level, the
electrodes (171, 172) comprising conductive-area electrode (s) (171) and cannula-wall electrode (s) (172), the
conductive area of the infusion cannula (130) being at least as a conductive-area electrode (171), and one or more
cannula-wall electrodes (172) being located on/in the wall of the infusion cannula (130), whe

CLOSED-LOOP ARTIFICIAL PANCREAS DRUG INFUSION CONTROL SYSTEM

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023070714A1
Solicitantes MEDTRUM TECH INC [CN] 
Resumen A closed-loop artificial pancreas drug infusion control system

(100), including an infusion module (110), configured to deliver
drugs; a program module (120), comprising input end (121) and
output end (122), and the input end (121) comprising a plurality
of electrically connective regions (121a, 121b) for receiving the
current blood glucose level, the program module (120) further
presets with an algorithm, and the algorithm is one or more of
rMPC algorithm, rPID algorithm or compound artificial pancreas
algorithm, after the output end (122) is electrically connected to
the infusion module (110), according to the received current
blood glucose level, the algorithm calculates the amount of drug
required by the user, and the program module (120) controls
the infusion module (110) to output the drug according to the
calculated amount of drug required by the user; and an infusion
cannula (130) provided with at least two electrodes (171,172),
the infusion cannula (130) is the drug infusion channel, the
electrodes (171,172) are disposed on the cannula wall (132),
when the infusion cannula (130) is installed to the working position, the infusion cannula (130) is connected with the
infusion module (110), the drug can then be injected into the body through the infusion cannula (130), and the
different electrodes (171,172) are electrically connected to different electrically connective regions (121a, 121b)
respectively, inputting signal of blood glucose level to the program module (120)
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CLOSED-LOOP ARTIFICIAL PANCREAS DRUG INFUSION CONTROL SYSTEM

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023070713A1
Solicitantes MEDTRUM TECH INC [CN] 
Resumen Closed-loop artificial pancreas drug infusion control system

(100), including an infusion module (110), configured to deliver
drugs; a program module (120), comprising input end (121) and
output end (122), and the input end (121) comprising a plurality
of electrically connective regions (121a, 121b) for receiving the
current blood glucose level, the program module (120) further
preseted with an algorithm, and the algorithm is one or more of
rMPC algorithm, rPID algorithm or compound artificial pancreas
algorithm, after the output end (122) is electrically connected to
the infusion module (110), according to the received current
blood glucose level, the algorithm calculates the amount of drug
required by the user, and the program module (120) controls
the infusion module (110) to output the drug according to the
calculated amount of drug required by the user; an infusion
cannula (130) with conductive areas, the infusion cannula (130)
is the drug infusion channel; and a plurality of electrodes for
detecting the blood glucose level, the electrode comprising
conductive-area electrodes (171) and cannula-wall electrodes (172), the conductive area of the infusion cannula (130)
being at least as a conductive-area electrode (171), and one or more cannula-wall electrodes (171) being located
on/in the wall of the infusion cannula (130), when the infusion cannula (130) is installed to the working position, the
infusion cannula (130) is connected with the infusion module (110), the drug c

CLOSED-LOOP ARTIFICIAL PANCREATIC INSULIN INFUSION CONTROL SYSTEM

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023071991A1
Solicitantes MEDTRUM TECH INC [CN] 
Resumen A closed-loop artificial pancreatic insulin infusion control

system, comprising: a monitoring module (100), an infusion
module (102) and an electronic module (103), wherein the
monitoring module (100), the infusion module (102) and the
electronic module (103) each are provided with a control unit,
and a corresponding first algorithm, second algorithm and third
algorithm are preset in each of the control units; and when
different priority conditions are met, the currently required
insulin infusion information is determined by different modules,
and the infusion module performs insulin infusion. Therefore,
the closed-loop artificial pancreatic insulin infusion control
system can automatically switch control units according to
different conditions, thereby avoiding the situation in which a
certain module of a setting program unit cannot work normally
and thus affecting the user experience, and even posing a
safety risk to a user.
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PHYSIOLOGICAL PARAMETER MEASUREMENT METHOD AND WEARABLE DEVICE

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023071457A1
Solicitantes HUAWEI TECH CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen A wearable device (100). By means of the wearable device

(100), the blood glucose of a person to be subjected to
measurement can be measured. During a blood glucose
measurement process, according to the wearable device (100),
when it can be ensured by means of a deformation assembly
on the wearable device (100) that the measurement condition is
consistent every time, a blood glucose measurement assembly
on the wearable device (100) is then started to generate a radio
frequency signal for measuring blood glucose, and finally, a
blood glucose measurement result is obtained. Therefore, the
measurement condition during each blood glucose
measurement is consistent, thereby improving the accuracy of
blood glucose measurement, and enabling the blood glucose of
a person to be subjected to measurement to be accurately and
conveniently measured by using the wearable device (100).

CLOSED-LOOP ARTIFICIAL PANCREAS INSULIN MULTI-DRUG CONTROL SYSTEM

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023070252A1
Solicitantes MEDTRUM TECH INC [CN] 
Resumen A closed-loop artificial pancreas insulin infusion control system is provided, including: a detection module (100)

configured to the current blood glucose level; a program module (101), connected to the detection module (100),
preset with one or more of rMPC algorithm, rPID algorithm or compound artificial pancreas algorithm; and an infusion
module (102), connected to the program module (101), can perform anti-hypoglycemic drugs and/or hypoglycemic
drugs infusion, the program module (101) controls the infusion module (102) to infuse corresponding drugs, according
to the corresponding drug infusion instructions, which is calculated by the rMPC algorithm, rPID algorithm or
compound artificial pancreas algorithm. The system is preset with one or more of the rMPC algorithm the rPID
algorithm or compound artificial pancreas algorithm, which converts the asymmetric blood glucose in the original
physical space to the approximately symmetric blood glucose risk in the risk space, making full use of the advantages
of rPID algorithm and rMPC algorithm to face complex scenarios, so that the artificial pancreas can provide reliable
insulin infusion under various conditions, and blood glucose can reach the ideal level at the expected time, realizing
precise control for closed-loop artificial pancreas insulin infusion system.

CLOSED-LOOP ARTIFICIAL PANCREAS INSULIN INFUSION CONTROL SYSTEM

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023070253A1
Solicitantes MEDTRUM TECH INC [CN] 
Resumen Closed-loop artificial pancreas insulin infusion control system, includes: a detection module (100,200), configured to

detect the current blood glucose level continuously, further provided with a detection processing unit (1001,2001),
which preset with an algorithm, and the algorithm calculates the current required insulin infusion amount according to
the current blood glucose level; and an infusion module (102,202), connected to the detection module (100,200), the
detection module (100,200) sends the current required insulin infusion amount to the infusion module (102,202), and
the infusion module (102,202) performs insulin infusion according to the current required insulin infusion amount.
After the current blood glucose level is detected, the current required insulin infusion amount is directly calculated
without sending it to others, which make the infusion result more accurate and reliable.
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CLOSED-LOOP ARTIFICIAL PANCREAS INSULIN INFUSION PERSONALIZED CONTROL SYSTEM

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023070250A1
Solicitantes MEDTRUM TECH INC [CN] 
Resumen A closed-loop artificial pancreas insulin infusion personalized

control system includes: a detection module (100) configured to
detect the current blood glucose level G continuously; a
program module (101), preset with an algorithm for calculating
insulin infusion instructions, an adaptive unit for adjusting the
gain coefficient of the algorithm according to the user's weight
BW, and a preset target blood glucose value GB; and an
infusion module (102), connected to and controlled by the
program module (101), is configured to infuse insulin according
to the corresponding infusion instructions calculated by the
algorithm. The system can adjust the gain coefficient of the
corresponding algorithm according to the user's weight, which is convenient for personalized settings according to the
actual situation of the user, and can better meet the real needs of the user and improve user experience.

CLOSED-LOOP ARTIFICIAL PANCREAS INSULIN INFUSION CONTROL SYSTEM

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023070251A1
Solicitantes MEDTRUM TECH INC [CN] 
Resumen It discloses a closed-loop artificial pancreas insulin infusion control system, including: a detection module (100)

configured to the current blood glucose level; an infusion module (102), provided with an infusion processor (1021),
the infusion processor (1021) calculates the first insulin infusion amount I 1 according to the current blood glucose
level by a first algorithm; a second processor (1031, 1001), the second processor (1031, 1001) calculates the second
insulin infusion amount I 2 according to the current blood glucose level by a second algorithm; and an electronic
module (103), the electronic module (103) optimizes the calculation of the first insulin infusion amount I 1 and the
second insulin infusion amount I 2 to obtain the final insulin infusion amount I 3 by a third algorithm, and send the final
insulin infusion amount I 3 to the infusion module (102), and the infusion module (102) performs insulin infusion
according to the final infusion amount I 3. Through further optimization of the first insulin infusion amount I 1 and the
second insulin infusion amount I 2, the final infusion result is more accurate and reliable, realizing precise control of
the closed-loop artificial pancreatic insulin infusion control system.

CLOSED-LOOP ARTIFICIAL PANCREAS INSULIN INFUSION CONTROL SYSTEM

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023070247A1
Solicitantes MEDTRUM TECH INC [CN] 
Resumen A closed-loop artificial pancreas insulin infusion control system, including a detection module (100) configured to the

current blood glucose level G; a program module (101), connected to the detection module (100), preset with a
compound artificial pancreas algorithm, including a first algorithm and a second algorithm. The first algorithm is used
to calculate the first insulin infusion amount I 1, the second algorithm is used to calculate the second insulin infusion
amount I 2, and the compound artificial pancreas algorithm further optimises I 1 and I 2 to obtain the final insulin
infusion amount I 3; and an infusion module (102), connected to the program module (101), the program module
(101) sends the final insulin infusion amount I 3 to the infusion module (102), the infusion module (102) is configured
to infuse insulin according to the final insulin infusion amount I 3. Through further optimisation of the first insulin
infusion amount I 1 and the second insulin infusion amount I 2, the final infusion result is more accurate and reliable,
realising precise control of the closed-loop artificial pancreatic insulin infusion control system.
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CLOSED-LOOP ARTIFICIAL PANCREAS INSULIN INFUSION CONTROL SYSTEM

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023070246A1
Solicitantes MEDTRUM TECH INC [CN] 
Resumen A closed-loop artificial pancreas insulin infusion control system, including: a detection module (100) configured to

detect the current blood glucose level G continuously; a program module (101), preset with an rPID algorithm that
converts the asymmetric blood glucose in the original physical space to the approximately symmetric blood glucose
risk in the risk space and target blood glucose level G B; and an infusion module (102), connected to and controlled
by the program module (101), is configured to infuse insulin according to the corresponding output instructions
calculated by the rPID algorithm. The simple and robust characteristics of PID algorithm can be retained, and giving
the rPID algorithm the advantages of precision and flexibility, realizing precise control for closed-loop artificial
pancreas insulin infusion system.

SMART INSULIN INJECTION DEVICE CAPABLE OF CONSTANT-TEMPERATURE STORAGE

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023075089A1
Solicitantes MCURE CO LTD [KR] 
Resumen The present invention relates to a smart insulin injection device capable of constant-temperature storage and, in

particular, to a smart insulin injection device comprising: a casing; a syringe which is installed inside the casing and
has a guide installed at a lower end thereof to be in close contact with skin when insulin is injected; a cartridge which
is accommodated inside the syringe in a state in which insulin is stored and has a piston installed on the upper side
thereof and a needle surrounded by the guide and provided on the lower side thereof; an insulin injection part for
injecting insulin into skin through the needle by pressing the piston of the cartridge; and a Peltier module which
maintains the temperature inside the syringe having the cartridge accommodated therein within a set temperature
range by supplying cold or warm air to the syringe, and thus there is an effect that insulin can be stored for a long
time without deterioration by storing the insulin remaining in the cartridge at a constant temperature after injection of
insulin.

CLOSED-LOOP ARTIFICIAL PANCREATIC INSULIN INFUSION CONTROL SYSTEM

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023072306A1
Solicitantes MEDTRUM TECH INC [CN] 
Resumen A closed-loop artificial pancreatic insulin infusion control system, comprising: a detection module (100) and an

infusion module (102). A detection control unit is provided in the detection module (100); an infusion control unit is
provided in the infusion module; at least one of the detection module (100) and the infusion module (102) is provided
with a calculation control unit (1, 2) for calculating insulin infusion information and/or further processing different
insulin infusion information. Therefore, automatic switching between the control units can be achieved according to
different conditions in the closed-loop artificial pancreatic insulin infusion control system, the situation that the user
experience is affected, or even a safety risk is brought to a user due to the fact that a certain module of a program
unit cannot work normally is avoided, moreover, the situation that the system needs to be integrally replaced when
part of functions of part of components fails is avoided, and the utilization rate of the components of a closed-loop
artificial pancreas is improved.

FULLY CLOSED-LOOP ARTIFICIAL PANCREAS DRUG INFUSION CONTROL SYSTEM

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023071012A1
Solicitantes MEDTRUM TECH INC [CN] 
Resumen A fully closed-loop artificial pancreas drug infusion control

system includes a program module (101), at least one detection
module (100), a hypoglycemic drug infusion module (104) and
an anti-hypoglycemic drug infusion module (103). The program
module (101) is preset with an algorithm. The detection module
(100) detects the blood glucose level, the hypoglycemic drug
infusion module (104) performs hypoglycemic drug infusion
according to the infusion instruction calculated by the algorithm,
and the anti-hypoglycemic drug infusion module (103) performs
anti-hypoglycemic drug infusion according to the infusion
instruction calculated by the algorithm, realizing full closed-loop
control of drug infusion in artificial pancreas system.
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CLOSED-LOOP ARTIFICIAL PANCREAS INSULIN INFUSION CONTROL SYSTEM

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023070245A1
Solicitantes MEDTRUM TECH INC [CN] 
Resumen A closed-loop artificial pancreas insulin infusion control system,

including: a detection module (100) configured to detect the
current blood glucose level G continuously; a program module
(101), preset with an rMPC algorithm that converts the
asymmetric blood glucose in the original physical space to the
approximately symmetric blood glucose risk in the risk space
and target blood glucose level G B, the rMPC algorithm
calculates insulin infusion instructions based on blood glucose
risk; and an infusion module (102), connected to the program
module (101), and is controlled by the program module (101) to
infuse insulin according to the corresponding output instructions
calculated by the rMPC algorithm. The system is preset with a
rMPC algorithm, which converts the asymmetric blood glucose
in the original physical space to the approximately symmetric
blood glucose risk in the risk space, the recent changes of
blood glucose and the asymmetry of distribution are taken into
account in the rMPC algorithm, giving the rMPC algorithm the
advantages of precision and flexibility, realizing precise control for closed-loop artificial pancreas insulin infusion
system.

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR MEASURING GLUCOSE CONCENTRATION BY USING PHOTOTHERMAL MODULATION
LASER SPECKLE IMAGING, AND RECORDING MEDIUM HAVING RECORDED THEREON COMPUTER-READABLE
PROGRAM FOR EXECUTING THE METHOD

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023075465A1
Solicitantes KOREA ELECTRO TECH RESEARCH INSTITUTE [KR] 
Resumen Disclosed are a system and a method for measuring glucose

concentration by using photothermal modulation laser speckle
imaging, and a recording medium having recorded thereon a
computer-readable program for executing the method. The
system for measuring glucose concentration comprises a
glucose sensing unit, a photothermal light radiation unit, and a
glucose concentration calculation unit. The glucose sensing unit
has formed, on the base, a plate layer to which a scatter for
laser speckle imaging is fixed, the photothermal light radiation
unit radiates light having a predetermined absorption
wavelength band of a coenzyme in a glucose oxidase and
coenzyme dissolved solution located on the plate layer, and the
glucose concentration calculation unit calculates the glucose
concentration applied to the glucose sensing unit from changes in temperature in the glucose sensing unit.
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ANALYTE SENSOR

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023136127A1
Solicitantes DEXCOM INC [US] 
Resumen The present invention relates generally to systems and

methods for measuring an analyte in a host. More particularly,
the present invention relates to systems and methods for
transcutaneous measurement of glucose in a host.

METHOD FOR QUANTITATIVE IMAGING OF THE METABOLIC STATUS OF A LESION

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023134376A1
Solicitantes HUMANITAS MIRASOLE SPA [IT] 
Resumen This invention pertains to a fluorescence lifetime imaging

microscopy (FLIM)-based method for the quantitative
three-dimensional (3D) imaging of the metabolic status of a
lesion, including the acquisition of FLIM data of a least one
anaerobic glycolysis marker. This method applies in particular
to lesions such as wounds and tumours, and to markers such
as the NADH/NAD+ ratio, the NAD(P)H/NAD+ ratio, the
NADH/FAD ratio, the NAD(P)H/FAD ratio or the FADH/FAD
ratio as a first marker, and their optional combination with a
second marker such as pH, oxygen tension, glucose, pyruvate
and lactate.
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System and method for data analytics and visualization

Nº publicación    04/05/2023AU2023202235A1
Solicitantes DEXCOM INC [US] 
Resumen Systems and methods are described that provide a dynamic

reporting functionality that can identify important information
and dynamically present a report about the important
information that highlights important findings to the user. The
described systems and methods are generally described in the
field of diabetes management, but are applicable to other
medical reports as well. In one implementation, the dynamic
reports are based on available data and devices. For example,
useless sections of the report, such as those with no populated
data, may be removed, minimized in importance, assigned a
lower priority, or the like.

Methods, devices, and systems for physiological parameter analysis

Nº publicación    04/05/2023AU2023202024A1
Solicitantes ABBOTT DIABETES CARE INC [US] 
Resumen A method of calculating at least one physiological parameter

using a reticulocyte production index (RPI) value can include:
measuring a plurality of first glucose levels over a first time
period; measuring a first glycated hemoglobin (HbAlc) level
corresponding to an end of the first time period; measuring the
RPI value; calculating a red blood cell elimination constant
(kage) based on the RPI value; and calculating the at least one
physiological parameter selected from the group consisting of:
a red blood cell glycation rate constant (kgiy), a red blood cell
generation rate constant (kgen), and an apparent glycation
constant (K), based on (1) the plurality of first glucose levels,
(2) the first HbAlc level, and (3) the kage. Further, one or more
related analyses (e.g., personalized target glucose range,
personalized-target average glucose, cHbAlc, and the like) can
be estimated and/or adjusted based on the at least one
physiological parameter.
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METHOD AND COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CONTROLLING INJECTION OF MEDICINAL FLUID

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023139426A1
Solicitantes EOFLOW CO LTD [KR] 
Resumen Provided is a method of controlling liquid medication injection

including: receiving, by an electronic device for controlling liquid
medication injection, blood glucose values measured by a liquid
medication injection device in which a liquid medication
injection logic is programmed; generating, by the electronic
device for controlling liquid medication injection, a blood
glucose change pattern by using the blood glucose values over
time; generating, by the electronic device for controlling liquid
medication injection, a signal for changing the liquid medication
injection logic taking into account a directivity of the change in
the blood glucose value according to the blood glucose change
pattern; and transmitting, by the electronic device for controlling
liquid medication injection, the signal for changing the liquid
medication injection logic to the liquid medication injection
device.
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DIFFUSION RESISTANCE LAYER FOR ANALYTE SENSORS

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023139158A1
Solicitantes DEXCOM INC [US] 
Resumen Disclosed are devices for determining an analyte concentration

(e.g., glucose). The devices comprise a sensor configured to
generate a signal associated with a concentration of an analyte
and a sensing membrane located over the sensor. The sensing
membrane comprises an enzyme layer, wherein the enzyme
layer comprises an enzyme and a polymer comprising
polyurethane and/or polyurea segments and one or more
zwitterionic repeating units. The enzyme layer protects the
enzyme and prevents it from leaching from the sensing
membrane into a host or deactivating.

DIFFUSION RESISTANCE LAYER FOR ANALYTE SENSORS

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023138407A1
Solicitantes DEXCOM INC [US] 
Resumen Disclosed are devices for determining an analyte concentration

(e.g., glucose). The devices comprise a sensor configured to
generate a signal associated with a concentration of an analyte
and a sensing membrane located over the sensor. The sensing
membrane comprises an enzyme layer, wherein the enzyme
layer comprises an enzyme and a polymer comprising
polyurethane and/or polyurea segments and one or more
zwitterionic repeating units. The enzyme layer protects the
enzyme and prevents it from leaching from the sensing
membrane into a host or deactivating.
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Glycemic Impact Prediction For Improving Diabetes Management

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023136188A1
Solicitantes DEXCOM INC [US] 
Resumen Glucose level measurements and additional data regarding a

user are obtained over time, such as from a wearable glucose
monitoring device being worn by the user. This additional data
identifies events or conditions that may affect glucose of the
user, such as physical activity engaged in by the user. A
glucose prediction system analyzes, for example, activity data
of the user and determines when a bout of physical activity
occurs. The glucose prediction system predicts what the
glucose measurements of the user would have been had the
physical activity not occurred, and takes various actions based
on the predicted glucose measurements (e.g., provides
feedback to the user indicating what their glucose would have
been had they not engaged in the physical activity).
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Ranking Feedback For Improving Diabetes Management

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023138673A1
Solicitantes DEXCOM INC [US] 
Resumen Feedback regarding diabetes management by a user is

generated, such as feedback identifying improvements in
glucose measurements for a given time period over previous
days, feedback identifying sustained positive patterns, feedback
identifying deviations in glucose measurements between time
periods, feedback identifying potential behavior modification
that a user could take to engage in beneficial diabetes
management behavior, feedback identifying what a user's
glucose would have been had the particular events or
conditions not occurred or not been present, and so forth. A
feedback presentation system analyzes the identified feedback
and selects feedback based on various rankings, rules and
conditions for display to the user. The selected feedback is
provided to the user at various times, such as regular reports
(e.g., daily or weekly reports), in real time (e.g., notifying the
user what his glucose level would have been had he not just
taken a walk), and so forth.

ELECTRODE SYSTEMS FOR ELECTROCHEMICAL SENSORS

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023135297A1
Solicitantes CERCACOR LAB INC [US] 
Resumen An electrode system for an electrochemical sensor, such as a

glucose sensor, is disclosed. The electrode system may include
a working electrode, a reference electrode, and a counter
electrode. The working electrode may comprise two layers of
different metals, such as gold and platinum.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023138673A1
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GLUCOSE MONITORING OVER PHASES AND CORRESPONDING PHASED INFORMATION DISPLAY

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023133195A1
Solicitantes DEXCOM INC [US] 
Resumen Glucose monitoring over phases and corresponding phased

information display is described. A multi-phase glucose
monitoring program that includes at least a first phase and a
second phase is initiated. First glucose data of a user is
obtained during the first phase of the multi-phase glucose
monitoring program. The output of the first glucose data in a
glucose monitoring user interface is prevented during the first
phase of the multi-phase glucose monitoring program. Second
glucose data of the user is then obtained during a second
phase of the multi-phase glucose monitoring program. The
second glucose data is output, in real-time, in the glucose
monitoring user interface during the second phase of the
multi-phase glucose monitoring program.
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PREDICTION FUNNEL FOR GENERATION OF HYPO- AND HYPER-GLYCEMIC ALERTS BASED ON CONTINUOUS
GLUCOSE MONITORING DATA

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023140055A1
Solicitantes DEXCOM INC [US] 
Resumen Certain aspects of the present disclosure relate to methods and

systems for providing decision support around glucose
management for patients with diabetes. Time-varying inputs
including blood glucose, meal intake information, and amount of
infused insulin are processed using a machine learning model
to obtain predicted glucose levels for a plurality of prediction
horizons and uncertainties for the predictions. A confidence
interval is generated for each prediction and the confidence
intervals are compared to hypo- and hyperglycemic thresholds.
If a confidence interval is entirely below or entirely above the
hypo- and hyperglycemic thresholds, respectively, then a
decision support output is provided.
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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR A DATA DRIVEN FRAMEWORK FOR ACTIONABLE FEEDBACK IN INSULIN MANAGEMENT
FOR TYPE 1 DIABETIC SUBJECTS ON ARTIFICIAL PANCREAS

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023138746A1
Solicitantes ARIZONA BOARD OF REGENTS ON BEHALF OF ARIZONA STAT [US] 

MAYO FOUND MEDICAL EDUCATION & RES [US] 
Resumen The present disclosure discloses a data science driven system

and associated methodology framework for mining relevant
knowledge from input/output traces of a closed-loop control
system for glycemic control to aid in actionable feedback for
Type 1 diabetes management. The framework takes
Continuous Glucose Monitor (CGM) records and insulin pump
records from a closed loop control (CLC) system and interprets
the CGM records and insulin pump data to provide medically
useful information, wherein the closed-loop control system is
operable for operation in an “auto mode” (AP) and a “manual
mode” (SAP).
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Feedback For Improving Diabetes Management

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023135175A1
Solicitantes DEXCOM INC [US] 
Resumen Glucose level measurements or other data regarding a user are

obtained over time, such as from a wearable glucose
monitoring device being worn by the user. These glucose level
measurements or other data are analyzed based on various
rules to determine time periods during a day of, for example,
good diabetes management by the user and provide feedback
indicating such to the user. Good diabetes management is
identified in various manners, such as by identifying
improvements in glucose measurements for a given time period
over one or more previous days, identifying a time period of the
day during which glucose measurements were the best,
identifying sustained positive patterns (e.g., good diabetes
management for a same time period in each of multiple days),
and so forth.
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Glucose Level Deviation Detection

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023134919A1
Solicitantes DEXCOM INC [US] 
Resumen Glucose level measurements of a user are obtained over time,

such as from a wearable glucose monitoring device being worn
by the user. These glucose level measurements can be
produced substantially continuously, such that the device may
be configured to produce the glucose level measurements at
regular or irregular intervals of time, responsive to establishing
a communicative coupling with a different device, and so forth.
These glucose level measurements are analyzed to detect
deviations from past glucose measurements, such as glucose
measurements received earlier in the day or glucose
measurements received at corresponding times of one or more
preceding days. Indications of detected deviations are provided
to the user or communicated elsewhere, such as to a
healthcare professional.
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TELESCOPIC INSULIN SYRINGE HAVING UNIFIED INJECTION DEPTH

Nº publicación    27/04/2023WO2023065424A1
Solicitantes SUZHOU UIGREEN MICRO&NANO TECH CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen A telescopic insulin syringe having a unified injection depth, the

telescopic insulin syringe comprising a syringe body (10), a
limiting stopper (20), a positioning sleeve (30), a limiting nut
(40) and a shrinking sleeve assembly (50), wherein the limiting
stopper (20) has an inner cavity (200), with an outer wall of the
limiting stopper being provided with a limiting wing (21); the
syringe body (10) is mounted in the inner cavity (200); a needle
(104) extends out of the limiting stopper (20); the positioning
sleeve (30) has an intermediate cavity (300), with an upper
portion of an outer wall thereof being provided with a vertical
sliding groove (31), and a lower portion thereof being provided
with external threads (32); the limiting wing (21) is embedded
into the vertical sliding groove (31) and extends out of the
positioning sleeve (30), and the limiting stopper (20) is vertically
arranged in the intermediate cavity (300) in a sliding manner;
the limiting nut (40) has an outer cavity (400), and internal
threads (41) are provided in the outer cavity (400); the
positioning sleeve (30) is connected to the outer cavity (400) in
a threaded manner; and when the limiting nut (40) is rotated, an
upper end surface thereof abuts against the limiting wing (21) to
limit the length of the needle (104), which extends out of the
positioning sleeve (30). The syringe overcomes the constraint
of the injection depth due to the length of the needle (104),
avoids the disadvantage of the injecti

METHOD, SYSTEM AND COMPUTER PROGRAM PRODUCT FOR CGM-BASED PREVENTION OF HYPOGLYCEMIA VIA
HYPOGLYCEMIA RISK ASSESSMENT AND SMOOTH REDUCTION INSULIN DELIVERY

Nº publicación    27/04/2023US2023125221A1
Solicitantes UNIV VIRGINIA PATENT FOUNDATION [US] 
Resumen An aspect of an embodiment or partial embodiment of the

present invention (or combinations of various embodiments in
whole or in part of the present invention) comprises, but not
limited thereto, a method and system (and related computer
program product) for continually assessing the risk of
hypoglycemia for a patient and then determining what action to
take based on that risk assessment. A further embodiment
results in two outputs: (1) an attenuation factor to be applied to
the insulin rate command sent to the pump (either via
conventional therapy or via open or closed loop control) and/or
(2) a red/yellow/green light hypoglycemia alarm providing to the
patient an indication of the risk of hypoglycemia. The two
outputs of the CPHS can be used in combination or individually.
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D-GLUCOSE AND ITS ANALOGS AS TRACERS TO ASSESS THE GLUCOSE TRANSPORTER FUNCTION ON
BLOOD-CEREBROSPINAL FLUID BARRIER AND THE FUNCTIONING OF THE BRAIN LYMPHATIC SYSTEM

Nº publicación    27/04/2023US2023126413A1
Solicitantes UNIV JOHNS HOPKINS [US] 

KENNEDY KRIEGER INST INC [US] 
UNIV CITY HONG KONG [HK] 

Resumen A method of assessing the brain lymphatic or glymphatic
system and the glucose transporter function on
blood-cerebrospinal fluid barrier (BCSFB) of a subject using
D-glucose or a D-glucose analog. A spatial map is generated of
water MR signals that are sensitized to changes in D-glucose or
a D-glucose analog in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of the subject.
The spatial map is observed at one or more time points before,
one or more time points during, and one or more time points
after, raising the blood level of the D-glucose or a D-glucose
analog in the subject CSF. A difference is detected between the
MR signals of the spatial map before, during, and after raising
the blood level of D-glucose or a D-glucose analog. A
physiological parameter associated with the brain lymphatic or
glymphatic system and the glucose transporter function on
BCSFB of the subject is ascertained based on the detected
difference.
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Implantable Glucose Monitor

Nº publicación    27/04/2023US2023128624A1
Solicitantes SANOFI SA [FR] 
Resumen Implantable device for measuring the glucose concentration of

a body fluid when implanted, the implantable device comprising
a glucose measurement unit, the glucose measurement unit
comprising a first light source configured to emit light towards a
light transmissive part of a housing of the device and a first
optical sensor configured to detect light returned through the
light transmissive part from the first light source, and output a
first electrical signal based on the detected light; and a wireless
communication module configured to wirelessly communicate
with an external wireless communication device, wherein the
wireless communication module is configured to wirelessly
transmit a signal based on the first electrical signal to the
external wireless communication device.

ANALYTE SENSORS AND SENSING METHODS FEATURING DUAL DETECTION OF GLUCOSE AND KETONES

Nº publicación    27/04/2023US2023128038A1
Solicitantes ABBOTT DIABETES CARE INC [US] 
Resumen Glucose and ketones may be dysregulated singularly or

concurrently in certain physiological conditions and may be
advantageously assayed together using an analyte sensor
capable of detecting both analytes. Certain analyte sensors
capable of dual detection may comprise a first working
electrode and a second working electrode, a ketones-responsive active area disposed upon a surface of the first
working electrode, a glucose-responsive active area comprising a glucose-responsive enzyme disposed upon a
surface of the second working electrode, a membrane having a first portion overcoating the ketones-responsive active
area and a second portion overcoating the glucose-responsive active area, in which the first portion and the second
portion have different compositions. The ketones-responsive active area comprises an enzyme system comprising at
least two enzymes that are capable of acting in concert to facilitate detection of ketones.
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CELLULOSIC-BASED RESISTANCE DOMAIN FOR AN ANALYTE SENSOR

Nº publicación    27/04/2023US2023127639A1
Solicitantes DEXCOM INC [US] 
Resumen The present invention relates generally to devices for

measuring an analyte in a host. More particularly, the present
invention relates to devices for measurement of glucose in a
host that incorporate a cellulosic-based resistance domain.

SYSTEMS FOR DETERMINING INSULIN ON BOARD AND RECOMMENDING INSULIN THERAPY, AND RELATED METHODS

Nº publicación    27/04/2023US2023125668A1
Solicitantes BIGFOOT BIOMEDICAL INC [US] 
Resumen A system is provided with an insulin delivery device configured

to deliver insulin to a user of the system and a computer-based
control unit associated with the insulin delivery device. The
computer-based control unit includes a user interface and a
computer-based processor. The computer-based processor is
configured to calculate a relative insulin on board value for a
specific time by calculating a first value that represents a
reference insulin on board value at the specific time, calculating
a second value that represents an automated insulin on board
value at the specific time, and subtracting one of the first and
second values from the other. The automated insulin on board
value represents at least one insulin delivery automatically
specified by the computer-based control unit. Methods of use
are also disclosed.
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MEASUREMENT OF GLUCOSE NEAR AN INSULIN DELIVERY CATHETER BY MINIMIZING THE ADVERSE EFFECTS OF
INSULIN PRESERVATIVES: ALTERNATIVE LIGANDS AND REDOX MEDIATOR METALS

Nº publicación    27/04/2023AU2021335128A1
Solicitantes PACIFIC DIABETES TECH INC 
Resumen A device for delivery of an insulin or insulin analog formulation

and measurement of subcutaneous glucose concentration may
comprise a hollow tube, and an amperometric glucose sensor
located proximal to a distal end of the hollow tube. The
amperometric glucose sensor may comprise a redox mediator
and an enzyme comprising glucose oxidase or glucose
dehydrogenase. An applied bias potential may allow an
electrode layer of the amperometric glucose sensor to undergo
substantially no electropolymerization of an excipient of the
insulin or insulin analog formulation during continuous operation
of amperometric glucose sensor. A sensitivity of the
amperometric glucose sensor to the subcutaneous glucose
concentration may be maintained in presence of the insulin or
insulin analog formulation.

FOCUSED STERILIZATION AND STERILIZED SUB-ASSEMBLIES FOR ANALYTE MONITORING SYSTEMS

Nº publicación    25/04/2023LT3801255T
Solicitantes ABBOTT DIABETES CARE INC [US] 
Resumen A system includes a sensor applicator, a sensor control device

arranged within the sensor applicator and including an
electronics housing and a sensor extending from a bottom of
the electronics housing, and a cap coupled to one of the sensor
applicator and the sensor control device, wherein the cap is
removable prior to deploying the sensor control device from the
sensor applicator.
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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR DELAYED MEAL BOLUSES IN AUTOMATED INSULIN DELIVERY

Nº publicación    20/04/2023WO2023064328A1
Solicitantes TANDEM DIABETES CARE INC [US] 
Resumen Disclosed herein are apparatuses and methods that can

provide a delayed bolus calculator for use in closed loop
diabetes therapy that can account for additional factors not
taken into account in regular meal bolus calculations when a
user wants to deliver a meal bolus a period of time after a meal
was consumed. A delayed bolus calculator can enable the user
to enter a period of time since the meal was consumed in
addition to the number of carbohydrates consumed in a meal.
This enables the system to account for the amount of increased
insulin from the closed loop algorithm in response to the meal
and/or the time since the meal to ensure that the risk of
hypoglycemia is mitigated while still reducing hyperglycemia.

Wearable micro-dosing drug delivery device

Nº publicación    20/04/2023AU2021333768A1
Solicitantes INSULET CORP 
Resumen The disclosed embodiments are directed to a wearable

automatic drug delivery device configured to provide basal-only
dosing of insulin. In a primary embodiment, the wearable drug
delivery device is configured to provide automatic operation and
provides audible alerts and visual status indicators to the
patient. In other embodiments, the patient may have some
degree of control over the operation of the device by providing
tapping gestures on housing of the device. In yet another
embodiment, the patient may provide input and receive status
from the device via an application executing on a portable
computing device in wireless communication with the wearable
drug delivery device.
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ANALYTE SENSORS AND SENSING METHODS FEATURING DUAL DETECTION OF GLUCOSE AND KETONES

Nº publicación    20/04/2023US2023118818A1
Solicitantes ABBOTT DIABETES CARE INC [US] 
Resumen Glucose and ketones may be dysregulated singularly or

concurrently in certain physiological conditions and may be
advantageously assayed together using an analyte sensor
capable of detecting both analytes. Certain analyte sensors
capable of dual detection may comprise a first working electrode and a second working electrode, a
ketones-responsive active area disposed upon a surface of the first working electrode, a glucose-responsive active
area comprising a glucose-responsive enzyme disposed upon a surface of the second working electrode, a
membrane having a first portion overcoating the ketones-responsive active area and a second portion overcoating the
glucose-responsive active area, in which the first portion and the second portion have different compositions. The
ketones-responsive active area comprises an enzyme system comprising at least two enzymes that are capable of
acting in concert to facilitate detection of ketones.

ANALYTE SENSORS AND SENSING METHODS FEATURING DUAL DETECTION OF GLUCOSE AND KETONES

Nº publicación    20/04/2023US2023121101A1
Solicitantes ABBOTT DIABETES CARE INC [US] 
Resumen Glucose and ketones may be dysregulated singularly or

concurrently in certain physiological conditions and may be
advantageously assayed together using an analyte sensor
capable of detecting both analytes. Certain analyte sensors
capable of dual detection may comprise a first working electrode and a second working electrode, a
ketones-responsive active area disposed upon a surface of the first working electrode, a glucose-responsive active
area comprising a glucose-responsive enzyme disposed upon a surface of the second working electrode, a
membrane having a first portion overcoating the ketones-responsive active area and a second portion overcoating the
glucose-responsive active area, in which the first portion and the second portion have different compositions. The
ketones-responsive active area comprises an enzyme system comprising at least two enzymes that are capable of
acting in concert to facilitate detection of ketones.

PREDICTION BASED DELIVERING OR GUIDING OF THERAPY FOR DIABETES

Nº publicación    20/04/2023US2023121873A1
Solicitantes MEDTRONIC MINIMED INC [US] 
Resumen An example system for therapy delivery includes one or more

processors configured to in response to a prediction indicating
that the meal event is to occur, output instructions to an insulin
delivery device to deliver a partial therapy dosage, to a device
to notify the patient to use the insulin delivery device to take the
partial therapy dosage, or to the insulin delivery device to
prepare the partial therapy dosage prior to the meal event
occurring, and in response to a determination indicating that the
meal event is occurring (e.g., based on movement
characteristics of a patient arm), output instructions to the
insulin delivery device to deliver a remaining therapy dosage, to
the device to notify the patient to use the insulin delivery device
to take the remaining therapy dosage, or to the insulin delivery
device to prepare the remaining therapy dosage.
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ANALYTE SENSORS AND SENSING METHODS FEATURING DUAL DETECTION OF GLUCOSE AND KETONES

Nº publicación    20/04/2023US2023121769A1
Solicitantes ABBOTT DIABETES CARE INC [US] 
Resumen Glucose and ketones may be dysregulated singularly or

concurrently in certain physiological conditions and may be
advantageously assayed together using an analyte sensor
capable of detecting both analytes. Certain analyte sensors
capable of dual detection may comprise a first working electrode and a second working electrode, a
ketones-responsive active area disposed upon a surface of the first working electrode, a glucose-responsive active
area comprising a glucose-responsive enzyme disposed upon a surface of the second working electrode, a
membrane having a first portion overcoating the ketones-responsive active area and a second portion overcoating the
glucose-responsive active area, in which the first portion and the second portion have different compositions. The
ketones-responsive active area comprises an enzyme system comprising at least two enzymes that are capable of
acting in concert to facilitate detection of ketones.

ANALYTE SENSORS AND SENSING METHODS FEATURING DUAL DETECTION OF GLUCOSE AND KETONES

Nº publicación    20/04/2023US2023121367A1
Solicitantes ABBOTT DIABETES CARE INC [US] 
Resumen Glucose and ketones may be dysregulated singularly or

concurrently in certain physiological conditions and may be
advantageously assayed together using an analyte sensor
capable of detecting both analytes. Certain analyte sensors
capable of dual detection may comprise a first working electrode and a second working electrode, a
ketones-responsive active area disposed upon a surface of the first working electrode, a glucose-responsive active
area comprising a glucose-responsive enzyme disposed upon a surface of the second working electrode, a
membrane having a first portion overcoating the ketones-responsive active area and a second portion overcoating the
glucose-responsive active area, in which the first portion and the second portion have different compositions. The
ketones-responsive active area comprises an enzyme system comprising at least two enzymes that are capable of
acting in concert to facilitate detection of ketones.

ANALYTE SENSORS AND SENSING METHODS FEATURING DUAL DETECTION OF GLUCOSE AND KETONES

Nº publicación    20/04/2023US2023123384A1
Solicitantes ABBOTT DIABETES CARE INC [US] 
Resumen Glucose and ketones may be dysregulated singularly or

concurrently in certain physiological conditions and may be
advantageously assayed together using an analyte sensor
capable of detecting both analytes. Certain analyte sensors
capable of dual detection may comprise a first working electrode and a second working electrode, a
ketones-responsive active area disposed upon a surface of the first working electrode, a glucose-responsive active
area comprising a glucose-responsive enzyme disposed upon a surface of the second working electrode, a
membrane having a first portion overcoating the ketones-responsive active area and a second portion overcoating the
glucose-responsive active area, in which the first portion and the second portion have different compositions. The
ketones-responsive active area comprises an enzyme system comprising at least two enzymes that are capable of
acting in concert to facilitate detection of ketones.
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ANALYTE SENSORS AND SENSING METHODS FEATURING DUAL DETECTION OF GLUCOSE AND KETONES

Nº publicación    20/04/2023US2023122702A1
Solicitantes ABBOTT DIABETES CARE INC [US] 
Resumen Glucose and ketones may be dysregulated singularly or

concurrently in certain physiological conditions and may be
advantageously assayed together using an analyte sensor
capable of detecting both analytes. Certain analyte sensors
capable of dual detection may comprise a first working electrode and a second working electrode, a
ketones-responsive active area disposed upon a surface of the first working electrode, a glucose-responsive active
area comprising a glucose-responsive enzyme disposed upon a surface of the second working electrode, a
membrane having a first portion overcoating the ketones-responsive active area and a second portion overcoating the
glucose-responsive active area, in which the first portion and the second portion have different compositions. The
ketones-responsive active area comprises an enzyme system comprising at least two enzymes that are capable of
acting in concert to facilitate detection of ketones.

HANDHELD PROCESSING DEVICE INCLUDING MEDICAL APPLICATIONS FOR MINIMALLY AND NON INVASIVE GLUCOSE
MEASUREMENTS

Nº publicación    20/04/2023US2023121602A1
Solicitantes CERCACOR LAB INC [US] 
Resumen The present disclosure includes a handheld processing device

including medical applications for minimally and noninvasive
glucose measurements. In an embodiment, the device creates
a patient specific calibration using a measurement protocol of
minimally invasive measurements and noninvasive
measurements, eventually creating a patient specific
noninvasive glucometer. Additionally, embodiments of the
present disclosure provide for the processing device to execute
medical applications and non-medical applications.
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ANALYTE SENSORS AND SENSING METHODS FEATURING DUAL DETECTION OF GLUCOSE AND KETONES

Nº publicación    20/04/2023US2023119512A1
Solicitantes ABBOTT DIABETES CARE INC [US] 
Resumen Glucose and ketones may be dysregulated singularly or

concurrently in certain physiological conditions and may be
advantageously assayed together using an analyte sensor
capable of detecting both analytes. Certain analyte sensors
capable of dual detection may comprise a first working electrode and a second working electrode, a
ketones-responsive active area disposed upon a surface of the first working electrode, a glucose-responsive active
area comprising a glucose-responsive enzyme disposed upon a surface of the second working electrode, a
membrane having a first portion overcoating the ketones-responsive active area and a second portion overcoating the
glucose-responsive active area, in which the first portion and the second portion have different compositions. The
ketones-responsive active area comprises an enzyme system comprising at least two enzymes that are capable of
acting in concert to facilitate detection of ketones.

GLUCOSE MEASUREMENT METHOD, SENSOR INSERTION DEVICE, NEEDLE INSERTION DEVICE, AND APPLICATIONS

Nº publicación    13/04/2023WO2023056791A1
Solicitantes NANJING EAGLENOS CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen A glucose measurement method. In the glucose measurement

method, a sensor insertion device is used to implant an
insertion electrode of a sensor into an object to be measured.
Further provided is a sensor insertion device, comprising: an
actuation assembly configured to drive a transmission
assembly; the transmission assembly configured to drive a
needle assembly (7) to move from a proximal end position to a
distal end position, and to return from the distal end position to
the proximal end position; and the needle assembly (7)
configured to implant an object to be inserted below the skin.
Further provided is a needle insertion device, comprising a
sensor insertion device, a transmitter (10) and a sensor. The
sensor insertion device and the needle insertion device are
applied for the measurement of glucose, lactic acid, alcohol,
etc.; and after an implant needle is withdrawn, stored energy of
the actuation assembly is completely released, and the needle
assembly (7) does not rebound, so that the risk that a patient is
accidentally injured is reduced, and a user thus has better
somatic sensation. Moreover, the needle assembly (7) is
arranged inside the transmission assembly, so that the
structure of the insertion device is compact; and the overall size
of the insertion device is small, thereby making same
convenient to use and carry.
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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR ANALYZING, INTERPRETING, AND ACTING ON CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE MONITORING
DATA

Nº publicación    13/04/2023US2023110814A1
Solicitantes WELLDOC INC [US] 
Resumen Methods and devices include automated coaching for

management of glucose states by receiving a user's glucose
levels using a continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) device,
determining a time in range (TIR) value, determining a TIR
state, receiving a glucose variability (GV) value, determining a
GV state, determining a starting state based on the TIR state
and the GV state, determining that the starting state
corresponds to a non-ideal state, generating an optimized
pathway to reach an ideal state based on one or more account
vectors such as addressing self-management behavior
including food, activity, and medication use. The optimized
pathway may further be based on computer detection and
classification of significant events of interest over time.

SYSTEMS, DEVICES, AND METHODS FOR COMMUNICATION BETWEEN AN ANALYTE SENSOR AND EXTERNAL DEVICES

Nº publicación    13/04/2023US2023115793A1
Solicitantes ABBOTT DIABETES CARE INC [US] 
Resumen System for managing a patient's glucose level including a

glucose sensor to generate raw data signals for measurements
of the patient's glucose level. The system further includes
sensor electronics operatively coupled to the glucose sensor.
The sensor electronics have a memory storing one or more
predetermined characteristics associated with the sensor
electronics. The sensor electronics are in electronic
communication with the glucose sensor. The system further
includes a receiving device and external devices, wherein the
external devices include a first disposable device and a second
disposable device. Each external device is configured for wireless communication with both the receiving device and
the sensor electronics. The system enables the transfer of sensor context information from the first disposable device
to the second disposable device.
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IMMUNOSUPPRESSANT RELEASING COATINGS

Nº publicación    13/04/2023US2023113175A1
Solicitantes MEDTRONIC MINIMED INC [US] 
Resumen Embodiments of the invention provide compositions useful in

implantable devices such as analyte sensors as well as
methods for making and using such compositions and devices.
In typical embodiments of the invention, the device is a glucose
sensor comprising a polymeric composition disposed on a
flexible assembly within the sensor that includes amounts of
one or more immunosuppressant agents designed to provide
such sensors with improved material properties such as
enhanced biocompatibility.

AUGMENTED AND VIRTUAL REALITY EYEWEAR, SYSTEMS, AND METHODS FOR DELIVERING POLARIZED LIGHT AND
DETERMINING GLUCOSE LEVELS

Nº publicación    13/04/2023US2023116241A1
Solicitantes MAGIC LEAP INC [US] 
Resumen Various embodiments of a user-wearable device can comprise

a frame configured to mount on a user. The device can include
a display attached to the frame and configured to direct virtual
images to an eye of the user. The device can also include a
light source configured to provide polarized light to the eye of
the user and that the polarized light is configured to reflect from
the eye of the user. The device can further include a light
analyzer configured to determine a polarization angle rotation of
the reflected light from the eye of the user such that a glucose
level of the user can be determined based at least in part on the
polarization angle rotation of the reflected light.

MEDICATION DELIVERY PUMP FOR REDUNDANT STAGGERED GLUCOSE SENSOR INSULIN DOSAGE SYSTEM

Nº publicación    13/04/2023US2023115397A1
Solicitantes CERCACOR LAB INC [US] 
Resumen A disease management system including a medication delivery

pump configured to deliver a medication from a medication
pouch to a patient. The medication delivery pump may include
one or more plungers configured to interrupt a flow path of
medication from a medication reservoir to a patient, one or
more muscle wires, and one or more disc shaped springs. The
one or more muscle wires and disc shaped springs may be
configured to move the one or more plungers to interrupt and
uninterrupt the flow path of medication towards a patient from a
medication pouch.
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CODED LIGHT FOR TARGET IMAGING OR SPECTROSCOPIC OR OTHER ANALYSIS

Nº publicación    13/04/2023US2023113897A1
Solicitantes DELIWALA SHRENIK [US] 
Resumen Modulation-encoded light, using different spectral bin coded

light components, can illuminate a stationary or moving
(relative) target object or scene. Response signal processing
can use information about the respective different time-varying
modulation functions, to decode to recover information about a
respective response parameter affected by the target object or
scene. Electrical or optical modulation encoding can be used.
LED-based spectroscopic analysis of a composition of a target
(e.g., SpO2, glucose, etc.) can be performed; such can
optionally include decoding of encoded optical modulation
functions. Baffles or apertures or optics can be used, such as to
constrain light provided by particular LEDs. Coded light
illumination can be used with a focal plane array light imager receiving response light for inspecting a moving
semiconductor or other target. Encoding can use orthogonal functions, such as an RGB illumination sequence, or a
sequence of combinations of spectrally contiguous or non-contiguous colors.

CONTINUOUS BLOOD-GLUCOSE CORRECTION METHOD AND APPARATUS, AND ELECTRONIC DEVICE

Nº publicación    06/04/2023WO2023051075A1
Solicitantes RAYSENS HEALTHCARE SUZHOU CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen The present application relates to the field of medical science

and technology. Provided are a continuous blood-glucose
correction method and apparatus, and an electronic device.
The continuous blood-glucose correction method comprises:
firstly, according to a set correction period, respectively
collecting a transient output current and a steady-state output
current of a sensor; then, determining a sensitivity coefficient of
the sensor according to a current value and change
characteristics of the transient output current; and finally,
correcting the steady-state output current according to the sensitivity coefficient, and determining a blood-glucose
value on the basis of the corrected steady-state output current. Therefore, the automatic correction of blood glucose
can be realized, thereby improving the efficiency of continuous blood-glucose correction.

ELECTRONIC DEVICE, AND BIOMETRIC INFORMATION NOTIFICATION METHOD FOR ELECTRONIC DEVICE

Nº publicación    06/04/2023WO2023054912A1
Solicitantes SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO LTD [KR] 
Resumen According to various embodiments, an electronic device may

comprise: a housing; a sensor module arranged inside the
housing; a display; a memory; and a processor operatively
connected to the sensor module, the display, and the memory.
The processor can monitor a blood glucose value of a user by
using the sensor module, confirm that the blood glucose value
of the user exceeds a predetermined level, make a
determination using the meal situation of the user, record, in the
memory, the time point at which it is confirmed that the blood
glucose value of the user exceeds the predetermined level and
the blood glucose value of the user at the confirmation time
point, determine, on a blood glucose record between the first
meal and the second meal, a first time point including a time point having passed a predetermined time after a first
meal and a second time point including a time point prior to a predetermined time with respect to a second meal,
calculate the mean value of blood glucose values in the period between the first time point and the second time point,
accumulate everyday the calculated mean value, calculate a basal blood glucose value of the user by using a plurality
of accumulated mean value records, and determine a low blood glucose reference value of the user on the basis of
the calculated basal blood glucose value of the user.
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APPARATUS FOR TESTING BLOOD PRESSURE AND BLOOD GLUCOSE OF ELDERLY PEOPLE, AND TESTING METHOD
THEREFOR

Nº publicación    06/04/2023WO2023050987A1
Solicitantes UNIV NORTH CHINA TECHNOLOGY [CN] 
Resumen An apparatus for testing the blood pressure and blood glucose

of elderly people, and a testing method therefor. The apparatus
comprises a test box (2) fixed to an outer wall of a telescopic
crutch (1) by means of a connection portion, wherein the
telescopic crutch (1) is of an "L"-shaped structure; an anti-slip
handle (5) is fixedly connected to one end of the telescopic
crutch (1); a shockproof supporting leg (8) is fixedly connected
to the bottom end of the telescopic crutch (1); the inner wall of
the telescopic crutch (1) close to the bottom end is provided
with a propping-up-for-stopping-for-a-rest mechanism; and the
test box (2) consists of a blood pressure testing mechanism
and a blood glucose testing mechanism, the blood glucose
testing mechanism comprising a sampling portion, a testing
portion and a cleaning portion. The apparatus enhances use
functions thereof, is convenient for elderly people to carry at
any time, and is convenient to assemble and disassemble.

Non-invasive analyte sensor and automated response systems and methods

Nº publicación    06/04/2023AU2021340286A1
Solicitantes KNOW LABS INC 
Resumen Analyte sensing and response systems and methods include a

sensor detecting one or more analytes in a medium. The
sensor uses decoupled transmit and receive elements or
antennas to transmit a signal into the medium, and receive a
response to the transmitted signal. An action that is based on
the detection of the analyte is generated which can directly or
indirectly affect the detected analyte in the medium. The action
is automatically performed. The action can be increasing or
decreasing flow from a source of the analyte, or of a chemical
compound interacting with the analyte. An example of the
action is controlling an insulin pump, where the analyte is
glucose.
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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR DELIVERING MICRODOSES OF MEDICATION

Nº publicación    06/04/2023US2023105558A1
Solicitantes AMF MEDICAL SA [CH] 
Resumen Devices, systems, and methods are provided herein for delivering medication (e.g., insulin) via a wearable pump

having a patch-style form factor for adhesion to a user’s body. The reusable pump may be coupled to a disposable
cap housing a microdosing system for delivering precise, repeatable doses of medication to a cannula configured to
deliver medication to a target infusion area beneath the user’s outer skin layer. The system further may include an
applicator for inserting the cannula into the user’s skin and/or applying an adhesive pad to the skin.

SYSTEMS, DEVICES, AND METHODS TO COMPENSATE FOR TEMPERATURE EFFECTS ON SENSORS

Nº publicación    06/04/2023US2023108235A1
Solicitantes DEXCOM INC [US] 
Resumen This document discusses, among other things, systems and

methods to compensate for the effects of temperature on
sensors, such as analyte sensor. An example method may
include determining a temperature-compensated glucose
concentration level by receiving a temperature signal indicative
of a temperature parameter of an external component,
receiving a glucose signal indicative of an in vivo glucose
concentration level, and determining a compensated glucose
concentration level based on the glucose signal, the
temperature signal, and a delay parameter.
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METHOD FOR TRANSMITTING AND RECEIVING BIOMETRIC INFORMATION IN CONTINOUS BLOOD GLUCOSE
MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

Nº publicación    06/04/2023US2023105204A1
Solicitantes I SENS INC [KR] 
Resumen The present disclosure relates to a method for transmitting or

receiving biometric information between a sensor transmitter
and a communication terminal in a continuous blood glucose
measurement system and, more specifically, to a method for
transmitting or receiving biometric information, wherein: it is not
determined at every regular communication period whether
biometric information has been successfully transmitted or
received between a sensor transmitter and a communication
terminal; it is determined whether unreceived biometric
information exists only at a unreceived communication period
relatively larger than the regular communication period; if
unreceived biometric information exists, the unreceived
biometric information is received; and it is accordingly possible
to reduce computing loads required to determine at every
regular communication period whether unreceived biometric
information exists, and the waste of energy required to receive
unreceived biometric information at every regular
communication period.

CODED LED OR OTHER LIGHT FOR TARGET IMAGING OR ANALYSIS

Nº publicación    06/04/2023US2023108409A1
Solicitantes DELIWALA SHRENIK [US] 
Resumen Modulation-encoded light, using different spectral bin coded

light components, can illuminate a stationary or moving
(relative) target object or scene. Response signal processing
can use information about the respective different time-varying
modulation functions, to decode to recover information about a
respective response parameter affected by the target object or
scene. Electrical or optical modulation encoding can be used.
LED-based spectroscopic analysis of a composition of a target
(e.g., SpO2, glucose, etc.) can be performed; such can
optionally include decoding of encoded optical modulation
functions. Baffles or apertures or optics can be used, such as to
constrain light provided by particular LEDs. Coded light
illumination can be used with a focal plane array light imager receiving response light for inspecting a moving
semiconductor or other target. Encoding can use orthogonal functions, such as an RGB illumination sequence, or a
sequence of combinations of spectrally contiguous or non-contiguous colors.
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MEDICATION INFUSION COMPONENTS AND SYSTEMS

Nº publicación    06/04/2023US2023108058A1
Solicitantes MEDTRONIC MINIMED INC [US] 
Resumen This invention pertains to systems and components useful for

infusing medications such as insulin. Typically, the components
are used to deliver insulin to a diabetic patient at a site of
infusion over a period of time greater than 4 days. The system
components typically comprise a cannula adapted for
subcutaneous insertion into a diabetic patient. The system
further comprises a fluid conduit adapted to deliver the insulin
solution from a medication reservoir to the site of infusion and a
depot in operable contact with the fluid conduit. The depot comprises selected materials including a site-loss
mitigating agent (such as heparin) which inhibits inflammation at the site of infusion, and encapsulation of the cannula
at the site of infusion. The site-loss mitigating agent is not premixed with the insulin, and instead is adapted to contact
the insulin solution in the depot as the insulin solution flows from the medication reservoir to the site of infusion.

Information generation method for blood glucose control and first user side

Nº publicación    31/03/2023CN115868977A
Solicitantes AIDUO TEDA HEALTH TECH CO LTD 
Resumen The embodiment of the invention disclos es an information generation method for blood glucose control and a first

user side. The first user side receives the glucose control information jointly cr eated by the third user side and the fo
urth user side and sent by the server s o that the user can take medicine and m easure blood glucose according to
the g lucose control information; then acquir ing first information of the user, wher ein the first information comprises
med ication information and blood glucose i nformation of the user; first informati on is sent to the server, so that the s
erver sends the first information to a third user side, and when the third use r side determines that a blood glucose
value in the blood glucose information is not in a preset blood glucose value interval, the third user side generates
updated guidance information according to the medication information and the blood glucose information, and the
upda ted guidance information is sent to the first user side through the server. Ac cording to the embodiment of the
invent ion, the problem that the blood glucose condition of the patient cannot be wel l controlled is solved, and the
blood g lucose condition of the patient is cont rolled.

Intelligent insulin injection device

Nº publicación    31/03/2023CN115869490A
Solicitantes UNIV HARBIN MEDICAL 
Resumen An intelligent insulin injection device comprises a pen shell mechanism, a sou nd production device, a battery, an aut

omatic injection assembly and a control display assembly, the sound production device, the battery and the automatic
injection assembly are connected with t he interior of the pen shell mechanism, the battery is connected with the soun
d production device and the automatic i njection assembly, and the control disp lay assembly is connected with the
exte rior of the pen shell mechanism. The au tomatic injection assembly comprises a stepping motor, a connecting
pin, a spi ral sliding block, a screw rod, a pisto n, a refill shell, a front pen shell, a tightening cap and a needle head.
Comp ared with the prior art, the control di splay assembly and the stepping motor a re additionally arranged and
work toget her to achieve accurate control and ach ievement of injection dosage, the funct ions of regular reminding
and injection dosage confirmation and report are fur ther achieved, the use efficiency of th e device is improved, the
possibility o f misoperation is reduced, and the safe ty and reliability of the device are im proved. Meanwhile, the
automatic inject ion mode and the manual injection mode can be switched, and the injection dosa ge can be adjusted.
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Integrated glucose monitoring system

Nº publicación    28/03/2023US11614438B1
Solicitantes TULA HEALTH INC [US] 
Resumen An integrated glucose monitoring system comprising a glucometer and mobile device housed in a housing. The

glucometer includes a measurement component to receive a blood glucose test strip containing a sample of blood of
an individual, and a port to transmit the blood glucose measurement to a mobile device. The mobile device
communicatively and physically coupled to the glucometer. The mobile device includes a port configured to couple
with the glucometer, a communication component to receive the blood glucose measurement from glucometer, a
power management component to transmit power to the glucometer, and another port to receive power from a power
source to power the mobile device. The housing is to house the glucometer and the mobile device to form a single
solitary glucose monitoring system.

Bone Implant

Nº publicación    30/03/2023US2023101926A1
Solicitantes KARMON BEN ZION [IL] 
Resumen Devices and methods to perform measurements of body

analytes, like glucose, using a bone implant and/or a dental
implant and/or a jawbone implant and an analyte measuring
component. The dental implant can have a protruding
component that protrudes to the oral cavity for many years and
therefore enable long-term handling of the analyte measuring
component and long-term monitoring of the analyte. The new
device enables for example, to replace at least part of the
analyte measuring component, to replace materials of the
analyte measuring component and the energy source of the
device without surgery.

GLUCOSE MONITOR INJECTION PORT

Nº publicación    30/03/2023WO2023048703A1
Solicitantes EMBECTA CORP [US] 
Resumen A device for delivering fluid and an inserter in a device for delivering fluid, the device comprising an annular guide

configured to engage a pen or a syringe injection needle, a main body enclosed by a base and a cover, and an
inserter for expelling the fluid, wherein the inserter includes a glucose monitoring sensor disposed coaxially with the
inserter. The inserter comprising a cannula configured to deliver the fluid, and a glucose monitoring sensor disposed
coaxially to and surrounding the cannula, wherein the glucose monitoring sensor includes a biosensor layer that
monitors glucose in the fluid and provides feedback to the device.
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HIGH PRECISION NONINVASIVE BLOOD GLUCOSE MEASUREMENT SENSOR AND SYSTEM WITH MICROSTRIP
TECHNOLOGY

Nº publicación    30/03/2023WO2023048681A1
Solicitantes GAZI UNIV REKTORLUGU [TR] 
Resumen The subject of the invention is a high precision non-invasive blood glucose measurement sensor and system with

microstrip technology providing high precision and accuracy by minimizing environmental impact and noise level,
reducing the error rates in the system measurement process and the time to get results, which enables the sensor
size to be reduced and the dielectric coefficient to be determined non-invasively, eliminating finger positioning
problems, is low cost and requires no investment, and consisting of the parts of BLC sensor with 4 ports, including
input port, two output ports and isolated port, connected to each other by transmission lines, SRR sensor, which
reduces the size of the sensor by positioning it in the space above the BLC, which is connected to the system with
microstrip lines in series, and the glass layer that is positioned to cover the SRR, on which the finger is positioned to
take the measurement, preventing the electrical contact between the finger and the sensor.

SAFETY VALVE ASSEMBLY SUITABLE FOR MICRODOSE INFUSION, MICRODOSE SECRETION PUMP, AND INSULIN
PUMP

Nº publicación    30/03/2023WO2023045593A1
Solicitantes IMOTION SHANGHAI PRODUCT DESIGN COMPANY LTD [CN] 

SHANGHAI XURUN MEDICAL TECH CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen A safety valve assembly suitable for microdose infusion, a

microdose secretion pump, and an insulin pump. The safety
valve assembly suitable for microdose infusion comprises: a
valve body (301), a flexible body (304), and a needle outlet unit
(400). The valve body (301) is connected to a medium output
device. The flexible body (304) is connected between the valve
body (301) and the medium output device. The needle output
unit (400) is connected to the valve body (301). The medium
output device is provided with a medium inlet and outlet (305)
and a flexible body driving port (306). A first pipeline is provided
in the valve body (301). An input end of the first pipeline is
connected to the medium inlet and outlet (305). An output end
of the first pipeline is located on one side of the flexible body
(304). The flexible body driving port (306) is located on the
other side of the flexible body (304). The cross-sectional area of the medium inlet and outlet (305) is less than that of
the flexible body driving port (306). The safety valve assembly can solve the problem that the medium injection speed
is excessively high during the output failure of the medium output device. In some application conditions, overdose
injection of insulin or medicament is life-threatening.
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MICRO-DOSE OUTPUT STRUCTURE, MICRO-DOSE SECRETION PUMP AND INSULIN PUMP

Nº publicación    30/03/2023WO2023045592A1
Solicitantes IMOTION SHANGHAI PRODUCT DESIGN COMPANY LTD [CN] 

SHANGHAI XURUN MEDICAL TECH CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen A micro-dose output structure, a micro-dose secretion pump,

and an insulin pump. The micro-dose output structure
comprises a micro-dose secretion assembly (100) and a
micro-dose control assembly (200). In the micro-dose secretion
assembly (100), a screw-rod structure threadedly connected
within a nut structure is driven to advance axially by means of
rotation of the nut structure, so as to push out a medium
required to be output. The micro-dose control assembly (200) is
connected to the nut structure to dynamically limit the rotation
angle of the nut structure. By using a structure in which a motor
(201) and a gear box (202) cooperate with a driving element,
the product can achieve low power consumption, and is
suitable for situations in which the product needs to work
continuously and for long periods.

CONTROLLING INSULIN DELIVERY

Nº publicación    30/03/2023US2023098036A1
Solicitantes BIGFOOT BIOMEDICAL INC [US] 
Resumen Methods of insulin delivery may include Selecting a basal

insulin delivery rate responsive to a projected blood glucose
level that approximates a target blood glucose level. Methods of
insulin delivery may further include generating insulin delivery
instructions for an insulin delivery device, the insulin delivery
instructions corresponding to the basal insulin delivery rate and
for a variable time duration relative to an intended time
duration.
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Using an Online Disturbance Rejection and Anticipation System to Reduce Hyperglycemia

Nº publicación    30/03/2023US2023097161A1
Solicitantes UNIV VIRGINIA PATENT FOUNDATION [US] 
Resumen Embodiments relate to systems and methods for informing,

determining, or controlling insulin dosage. The method involves
generating plural disturbance profiles, each disturbance profile
being a data representation based on historical patient data
pertaining to a deviation from a threshold blood glucose level.
The method involves receiving current patient data. The
method involves applying a predictive model so that current
patient data is compared to a disturbance profile and a
probability analysis is used to assess the likelihood of a
disturbance profile being an anticipated disturbance profile, the
anticipated disturbance profile being a disturbance profile that is
determined to match with the current patient data based on the
probability analysis. The method involves determining an insulin
dose amount based on the anticipated disturbance profile. The
method involves outputting a signal representative of the insulin
dose amount to a device configured for monitoring, influencing,
and/or administering insulin levels in the patient.

Needle dismounting device for insulin pen

Nº publicación    31/03/2023CN218774159U
Solicitantes ZHEJIANG HOSPITAL 
Resumen An insulin pen needle dismounting devic e comprises a hoop ring and a ring hand le and is characterized in that the

hoo p ring is in a circular ring shape, a n otch is formed in one side of the hoop ring, the ring handle comprises a first
handle body and a second handle body, the first handle body and the second ha ndle body are arranged on the two
sides of the hoop ring respectively, the fir st handle body and the second handle bo dy are linear, an adjusting seam
is for med in the middle of the second handle body, and the adjusting seam is arrange d in the middle of the second
handle bo dy. The adjusting seam is in a V shape with the wide front portion and the nar row rear portion, the front
end of the adjusting seam is communicated with the notch, the edge of the adjusting seam is provided with a
turned-over edge, th e turned-over edge faces the left side and the right side, the second handle i s provided with a
shifting piece, clamp ing grooves are formed in the two sides of the shifting piece, and the shiftin g piece is connected
to the turned-over edge in a sliding mode through the cla mping grooves. The utility model aims t o provide the
anti-needling insulin pen needle head dismounting device aiming at the defects of the traditional produ ct technology.

Novel insulin pump

Nº publicación    31/03/2023CN218774152U
Solicitantes UNIV HARBIN MEDICAL 
Resumen The novel insulin pump comprises a shel l, a movable cavity, a hanging plate, a controller and a terminal, a displayer

and a button are arranged on the surfa ce of one side of the shell, a liquid o utlet pipe, a handle and a connector ar e
arranged at the upper end of the shel l, and the movable cavity is formed in the shell. The liquid outlet pipes are
arranged at the upper end of the shell and the upper end of the connector, so that infusion can be conducted through
the two liquid outlet pipes at the same time, acting force borne by the shell can be buffered through the spring and the
elastic column in the movable cavit y, parts in the shell are better protec ted, the service life is prolonged, vib ration is
reduced, and the metering acc uracy of the sensor is improved; the re maining amount, the flow speed and the
outflow amount of liquid medicine are m onitored through the sensor, the contro ller controls the electric valve to be
closed and stops supply of the liquid m edicine, supply data of the liquid medi cine are more accurate, safer and more
reliable, and when the outflow amount i s reached, a patient or a nurse is prom pted through the prompter to stop use
i n time.
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TECHNIQUES ENABLING ADAPTATION OF PARAMETERS IN AID SYSTEMS BY USER INPUT

Nº publicación    30/03/2023US2023095302A1
Solicitantes INSULET CORP [US] 
Resumen Disclosed are techniques and devices that are operable to

receive one or a number of generalized parameters of an
automated insulin delivery algorithm. An input of at least one
generalized parameter corresponding to a user may be used to
set one or more of the number of specific parameters of the
automated insulin delivery algorithm based on the inputted at
least one generalized parameter. Physiological condition data
related to the user may be collected. The automated insulin
delivery algorithm may determine a dosage of insulin to be
delivered based on the collected physiological condition.
Signals may be output to cause a liquid drug to be delivered to
the user based on an output of the automated insulin delivery
algorithm related to the determined dosage of insulin.
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Digital and user interfaces for analyte monitoring systems

Nº publicación    30/03/2023AU2021342491A1
Solicitantes ABBOTT DIABETES CARE INC 
Resumen Improved digital interfaces, graphical user interfaces, and

alarms for analyte monitoring systems are provided. For
example, disclosed herein are various embodiments of
methods, systems, and interfaces for signal loss condition
determination, Time-in-Ranges interfaces, GMI metrics, urgent
low glucose alarms, alarm suppression features, alarm setup
interfaces, and alarm unavailability detection features. In
addition, various embodiments of interfaces for alarm logging
and compatibility checking of an analyte monitoring software
application are described. Also, various embodiments of
interface enhancements are described, including an enhanced
visibility mode, a voice accessibility mode, additional interfaces
relating to user privacy, as well as caregiver alarms, among
other embodiments.

CGM dynamic blood glucose monitoring equipment with battery capable of being installed later

Nº publicación    28/03/2023CN218738948U
Solicitantes SHENZHEN DAOYUAN MEDICAL TECH CO LTD 
Resumen A CGM dynamic blood glucose monitoring device with a battery capable of being installed later is provided with a

comb ination base and an installation body, the combination base is provided with a battery matching groove, and a
CGM sen sor is arranged on one side of the batt ery matching groove; a battery accommod ating groove is formed in
the mounting main body, a button battery is arranged in the battery accommodating groove, a nd a sensor mounting
seat is arranged a t the side part of the battery accommod ating groove; after the combination bas e and the
installation body are assembl ed, the battery containing groove is in butt joint with the battery matching g roove, and
the CGM sensor is in butt jo int with the sensor installation base. A circuit board is further included, th e lower portion
of the circuit board is connected with a battery pressing ring , and the circuit board covers the uppe r portion of the
installation body. A s pring clamping piece is arranged on the side portion of the battery containing groove, and a
battery limiting flange is further arranged on the edge of the battery containing groove. A battery se aling groove is
formed in the periphery of the battery containing groove, and a battery sealing ring is arranged on t he periphery of
the battery matching gr oove. The button cell can be installed later, in the disinfection process, the button cell is
prevented from being ir radiated, the disinfection and steriliz ation requirements are met, and the but ton cell is
conven
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Blood glucose analyzer with transmission function

Nº publicación    28/03/2023CN218738947U
Solicitantes HUNAN FUDAKANG MEDICAL TECH CO LTD 
Resumen The utility model provides a blood gluc ose analyzer with a transmission functi on, which comprises a shell (10) and a

blood glucose measurement control part (20), the blood glucose measurement con trol part (20) is arranged in the
shell (10), the blood glucose measurement co ntrol part (20) comprises a main contro l circuit (21) and a data
transmission part (22), and the main control circuit (21) is connected with the data transm ission part (22). The blood
glucose ana lyzer has the beneficial effects that 1 , the blood glucose analyzer can be con nected with a mobile
phone or a compute r for data exchange or instruction tran smission; 2, the blood glucose analyzer can measure
blood glucose through the operation of the mobile phone, the comp uter or the blood glucose analyzer, and transmits
a measurement result back to the mobile phone or the computer, so t hat the storage capacity of the blood g lucose
analyzer can be reduced as much as possible, and meanwhile, under the c ondition of wired connection, the mobil e
phone or the computer can be used for supplying power to the blood glucose a nalyzer, so that the blood glucose
anal yzer is convenient to use. The miniatur ization of the blood glucose analyzer i s facilitated.

Physique monitoring integrated equipment for smart footpath

Nº publicación    28/03/2023CN115844345A
Solicitantes LOUYU TECH YANCHENG CO LTD 
Resumen The invention relates to the technical field of intelligent footpaths, in part icular to physical monitoring integrate d

equipment for an intelligent footpath , and solves the problems that in the p rior art, although an existing health d
etection integrated machine integrates detection of main human body health ind exes such as height, weight,
electrocar dio, fat percentage, blood pressure, bl ood oxygen, blood sugar and hemoglobin, the physical monitoring
integrated equ ipment cannot be used for monitoring ph ysical health; however, the equipment i s arranged outdoors,
is exposed to wind and rain and is possibly broken by ext ernal force, so that the service life o f the equipment is
greatly shortened. A physical monitoring integrated device for a smart footpath comprises a physic al monitoring
device, a protection mech anism is arranged outside the physical monitoring device, the protection mecha nism
comprises a bottom plate and a sup porting frame connected to the top of t he bottom plate, a top mounting frame i s
connected to the center of the top of the supporting frame, and outer side p lates are detachably connected to the t
wo sides of the supporting frame. The h ealth monitoring equipment is reasonabl e in structure, the health monitoring
e quipment can be effectively protected c onveniently, the service life of the he alth monitoring equipment is
prolonged, and meanwhile internal air circulation is achieved conveniently.

In-vivo blood glucose monitoring device and continuous blood glucose monitor assembly

Nº publicación    28/03/2023CN115844396A
Solicitantes JIANGSU YUYUE KAILITE BIOTECHNOLOGY CO LTD 

ZHEJIANG POCTECH CORP 
JIANGSU YUEKAI BIOTECHNOLOGY CO LTD 

Resumen The invention discloses an in-vivo bloo d glucose monitoring device and a conti nuous blood glucose monitor
assembly, t he monitoring device comprises a base, a sensor and a sensor electronic unit, the base is provided with a
mounting po sition for mounting the sensor electron ic unit and a via hole staggered with t he mounting position; the
sensor is pro vided with a free end and a fixed end p rovided with a plurality of electric co ntacts, the fixed end is
electrically c onnected with the sensor electronic uni t, and the free end penetrates through the via hole and then
extends downwards . The mounting position and the via hol e are staggered, the sensor penetrates out of the via
hole, and the free end o f the sensor is implanted under the ski n of a patient. The transverse distance between the
free end and the sensor el ectronic unit is increased, the free en d of the sensor at the via hole is subj ected to
radiation sterilization during sterilization treatment, and the senso r electronic unit is staggered, so that a radiation
transmission path is incre ased, and the probability that the sens or electronic unit is affected by radia tion is reduced.
And on the other hand, the puncture assembly does not penetra te through the sensor electronic unit, so that a hole
does not need to be form ed in the sensor electronic unit.
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Glucose alarm prediction range modification

Nº publicación    28/03/2023CN115867193A
Solicitantes DEXCOM INC 
Resumen Data describing glucose measurements is received from a

continuous glucose mon itoring (CGM) system worn by a user,
an d a predicted glucose value for the use r during a future time
period is genera ted based on the data. It is determined that at
least one of the predicted glu cose values satisfies a threshold
of an alert associated with a predicted rang e defining an
amount of time for commun icating the alert to the user before
th e threshold is satisfied. The alert is caused to be output in
response to dete rmining that the at least one predicted glucose
value satisfies the threshold of the alert within the predicted
range relative to the current time. The pred icted range is
modified based on a user 's response to the alert. A
subsequent instance of the alert is caused to be o utput based
on the modified predicted r ange.

Blood glucose prediction method based on two stages of pre-training and data decomposition

Nº publicación    28/03/2023CN115862795A
Solicitantes SHENZHEN KEFU BIOTECHNOLOGY CO LTD 
Resumen The invention relates to a blood glucos e prediction method based on two stages of pre-training and data

decomposition , which comprises the following steps: developing a pre-training model in comb ination with blood
glucose data of heal thy people and diabetic people; collect ing data of a to-be-predicted diabetic patient; carrying out
missing value sup plement processing and smoothing proces sing on the data; performing modal deco mposition on
the data, and decomposing the data into intrinsic mode components containing different frequency informa tion;
sample entropy analysis is carrie d out, and secondary decomposition is c arried out on the component with the ma
ximum sample entropy; the weight of the pre-training model is loaded, and the data, processed in the step 5, of the d
iabetic patient is imported into an int egrated learning module. According to t he method, firstly, blood glucose data of
healthy people and diabetic people a re combined, a universal blood glucose prediction model is trained to serve as a
pre-training model, the model has pr ediction data storage, and the problems that an existing blood glucose predict
ion method is single, only the blood gl ucose data of a single diabetic patient are considered, and the blood glucose
concentration of a patient except sampl e data cannot be well predicted are sol ved.
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Swallowing capsules, systems, and methods for determining gastric emptying parameters

Nº publicación    28/03/2023CN115844361A
Solicitantes RANI THERAPEUTICS LLC 
Resumen The application relates to swallowable capsules, systems, and

methods for dete rmining gastric emptying parameters. Em
bodiments provide devices, systems, and methods for
determining a gastric empt ying (GE) parameter (GEP). Many
embodim ents provide a swallowable capsule havi ng three
electrodes, one covered by a c oating that remains in the
stomach but degrades in the small intestine (SI). T he
electrodes are coupled to a circuit such that, when the capsule
is in the s tomach, a current occurs between the fi rst two
electrodes to generate a first signal and, when in SI, a current
occur s between the second electrode and the third electrode
that is not covered at this time to generate a second signal. The
two signals may be sent and analyze d from an external or through an intern al controller to determine GEP, such as
GE time. The patient may wear an exter nal device configured to receive and an alyze the signal to determine the GE
ti me. Embodiments of the invention may be used to diagnose gastroparesis and pro vide information for a patient on
when insulin is administered after a meal or eating.

Polymer microneedle array-based noninvasive blood glucose detection and adjustment system and method

Nº publicación    28/03/2023CN115844394A
Solicitantes HARBIN INST TECHNOLOGY 
Resumen The invention discloses a non-invasive blood glucose detection and regulation system and method based on a

polymer mi croneedle array, and belongs to the tec hnical field of biomedical engineering. The system comprises a
microneedle elec trochemical detection module, a circuit processing module, an information proc essing module and
an insulin pump drug delivery module, the microneedle electr ochemical detection module is used for extracting the
tissue fluid and detecti ng a current signal of the glucose conc entration in the tissue fluid; the circ uit processing
module is used for ampli fying and filtering the current signal to obtain glucose concentration informa tion and sending
the glucose concentrat ion information to the information proc essing module; the information processi ng module is
used for processing the gl ucose concentration information, genera ting a control signal and transmitting the control
signal to the insulin pump administration module; and the insulin pump administration module is used for releasing
corresponding dose of insulin according to the control signal. The s ystem periodically monitors the blood s ugar
content in the body of a patient i n a painless manner based on a polymer microneedle array and performs correspo
nding analysis to release insulin treat ment, so that the blood sugar concentra tion in the body of the diabetic patien t
is controlled.

Biological monitoring sensor implantation device and continuous blood glucose monitor

Nº publicación    28/03/2023CN115844389A
Solicitantes JIANGSU YUYUE KAILITE BIOTECHNOLOGY CO LTD 

ZHEJIANG POCTECH CORP 
JIANGSU YUEKAI BIOTECHNOLOGY CO LTD 

Resumen The invention discloses a biological mo nitoring sensor implantation device and a continuous blood glucose monitor,
th e implantation device comprises a shell and a needle assisting assembly arrang ed in the shell, one end of the
shell i s provided with an opening, the implant ation device further comprises a trigge r cover arranged at one end of
the need le assisting assembly, the trigger cove r is provided with an abutting part use d for making contact with the
skin, and the abutting part is provided with an abutting part. The needle assisting ass embly can move towards the
opening sync hronously with the trigger cover and mo ve relative to the trigger cover when t he abutting part is
stopped, so that th e needle assisting assembly can move re lative to the trigger cover to have a f irst near-end
position and a first far- end position. The triggering cover can prevent the needle assisting assembly f rom being
touched by mistake, and the n eedle assisting assembly can be reset t hrough simple operation after the needl e
assisting assembly is touched by mist ake without affecting the next implanta tion operation. Therefore, after the im
plantation device is mistakenly trigger ed, retrieved measures are provided, mo re times of trial and error opportuniti
es are given to a user, the problem tha t the whole product is scrapped due to one-time misoperation is avoided, the u
se cost is reduced, and the use experie nce is improved.
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Diabetes biosensor

Nº publicación    28/03/2023CN115856052A
Solicitantes UNIV BEIJING 
Resumen The invention provides a diabetes biose nsor which comprises a porous polymer f ilm, waterproof films are arranged

on t wo sides of the porous polymer film, a first electrode is arranged on the wate rproof film on one side, and a
second e lectrode is arranged on the waterproof film on the other side. And the specifi c glucose oxidase is fixed on
the first electrode. According to the invention, the porous polymer film has the charac teristic of multiple holes and is
conve nient for water and other liquids to pe netrate through, the impermeable films on the two sides of the porous
polymer film have the characteristic of imperme ability, and the porous polymer film, t he impermeable films, the first
electro de and the second electrode jointly for m a sandwich sensor. The glucose genera tes hydrogen peroxide
under the action of glucose oxidase, after the hydrogen peroxide generates electrons on the ele ctrode, electric signal
changes are gen erated and detected by the biosensor, a nd the biosensor can rapidly measure th e blood glucose
concentration. In addit ion, the biosensor can also be used as an appliance for storing medicines, so that insulin can
be conveniently inject ed into the body of a patient with high blood glucose concentration by using t he biosensor, and
the blood glucose lev el is controlled.

Multifunctional child insulin injection device

Nº publicación    28/03/2023CN218739751U
Solicitantes UNIV GUANGDONG OCEAN 
Resumen The utility model discloses a multifunc tional child insulin injection device w hich comprises a first closing cover, l

ong-strip-shaped protruding blocks arra nged on the two sides of the top of the first closing cover are tightly embedd
ed in installation grooves formed in th e bottom face of a second closing cover and used for improving fastening force
, and the upper surface of the first cl osing cover and the bottom face of the second closing cover are arranged in an
attached mode. A closed storage space is formed inside the two; the storage d evice further comprises an installation
cylinder, the installation cylinder an d the storage cylinder are both located in a storage space jointly formed by t he
first closing cover and the second c losing cover, one end of the storage cy linder is coaxially connected to the in
stallation cylinder, a base is in threa ded connection with an end opening of t he other end of the storage cylinder, a
nd the outer wall of the base is attach ed to the first closing cover and the s econd closing cover. The multifunctiona l
child insulin injection device is ric her in function, is provided with an al cohol disinfection bottle, can collect waste
needles, can contain a plurality of refill structures containing insulin , and is provided with a projection pos itioning
structure.

SYSTEMS, DEVICES, AND METHODS FOR ANALYTE MONITORING

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023086632A1
Solicitantes ABBOTT DIABETES CARE INC [US] 
Resumen A glucose monitoring system comprising a sensor control device comprising an analyte sensor coupled with sensor

electronics, the sensor control device configured to transmit data indicative of an analyte level of a subject, and a
reader device. The reader device comprises a wireless communication circuitry configured to receive the data
indicative of the analyte level and a glycated hemoglobin level for the subject, a non- transitory memory, and at least
one processor communicatively coupled to the non- transitory memory and the analyte sensor and configured:
calculate a plurality of personalized glucose metrics for the subject using at least one physiological parameter and at
least one of the received data indicative of the analyte level or the received glycated hemoglobin level, and a display,
on a display of the reader device, a report comprising a plurality of interfaces including at least two or more of the
received data indicative of the analyte level, the received glycated hemoglobin level, or the calculated plurality of
personalized glucose metrics, wherein the plurality of interfaces comprising the report are based on a user type.
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SENSING SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR PROVIDING DIABETES DECISION SUPPORT USING CONTINUOUSLY
MONITORED ANALYTE DATA

Nº publicación    11/05/2023WO2023081734A1
Solicitantes DEXCOM INC [US] 
Resumen Certain aspects of the present disclosure relate to methods and systems for predicting glycemic events in a patient

induced as a result of physical activity. In certain aspects, a method includes monitoring a plurality of analytes of the
patient continuously during a time period to obtain analyte data, the plurality of analytes including at least glucose and
lactate. The method further includes processing the analyte data from the time period to determine an intensity level
of physical activity engaged by the patient during the time period. The method further includes generating a glycemic
event prediction using at least the analyte data for the plurality of analytes and the determination of physical activity
intensity. The method further includes generating one or more recommendations for treatment for the patient based,
at least in part, on the glycemic event prediction.

PRESERVED FORMULATIONS

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023086980A1
Solicitantes ELI LILLY AND COMPANY [US] 
Resumen Described herein are preserved formulations of insulin-Fc fusions. The formulations include insulin-Fc fusions having

prolonged pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic profiles sufficient for once weekly administration in the treatment
of diabetes and are sufficiently stable to allow for storage and use without unacceptable loss of chemical or physical
stability.

CALIBRATION OF A SYSTEM FOR MONITORING GLUCOSE

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023086232A1
Solicitantes MEDTRONIC MINIMED INC [US] 
Resumen In some examples, a system for monitoring glucose includes

processing circuitry and a glucose monitor comprising one or
more monitor electrodes and one or more working electrodes,
wherein a first chemistry stack is disposed on at least one of
the monitor electrode(s) and a second chemistry stack is
disposed on at least one of the working electrode(s). The
processing circuitry may be configured to measure one or more
calibration values of an operating parameter of the monitor
electrode(s), retrieve one or more pre-calibration values of the
operating parameter of the monitor electrode(s), wherein the
pre-calibration value(s) were measured before the calibration
value, determine one or more delta values using the calibration
value(s) and the pre-calibration value(s), and calibrate glucose
values sensed by the working electrode(s) using the delta
value(s).
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INTEGRATED INSULIN DELIVERY SYSTEM WITH CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE SENSOR

Nº publicación    05/04/2023EP4159114A1
Solicitantes DEXCOM INC [US] 
Resumen Systems and methods for integrating a continuous glucose

sensor 12, including a receiver 14, a medicament delivery
device 16, a controller module, and optionally a single point
glucose monitor 18 are provided. Integration may be manual,
semi-automated and/or fully automated.

ELECTRODE SYSTEMS FOR ELECTROCHEMICAL SENSORS

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023077027A1
Solicitantes CERCACOR LAB INC [US] 
Resumen An electrode system for an electrochemical sensor, such as a

glucose sensor, is disclosed. The electrode system includes a
working electrode, a reference electrode, and a counter
electrode. The working electrode comprises two layers of
different metals, such as gold and platinum. The gold layer may
have a thickness of about 2.5-3.5 µm, and the platinum layer
may have a thickness of about 80-120 Å. The working electrode
and the reference electrode are provided on one side of a
substrate, and the counter electrode is provided on the opposite side of a substrate.
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GLUCOSE SENSOR

Nº publicación    24/05/2023EP4183331A1
Solicitantes MEDTRONIC MINIMED INC [US] 
Resumen A method includes monitoring, via a device including an

electrochemical cell, an electrical current that is proportional to
an impedance of the electrochemical cell, and responsive to
determining that the electrical current satisfies a threshold,
measuring, via the device, a plurality of impedances of the
electrochemical cell corresponding to a plurality of frequencies.
The method further includes determining a charge transfer
conductance and a solution resistance based on the plurality of
impedances at fewer than four of the corresponding plurality of
frequencies and determining the presence of electrochemical
interference based on the solution resistance and the charge
transfer conductance. The method further includes outputting
an alert based on the determination of the presence of
electrochemical interference.

SYSTEMS, DEVICES, AND METHODS FOR COMMUNICATION BETWEEN AN ANALYTE SENSOR AND EXTERNAL DEVICES

Nº publicación    20/04/2023WO2023064292A1
Solicitantes ABBOTT DIABETES CARE INC [US] 
Resumen System for managing a patient's glucose level including a

glucose sensor to generate raw data signals for measurements
of the patient's glucose level. The system further includes
sensor electronics operatively coupled to the glucose sensor.
The sensor electronics have a memory storing one or more
predetermined characteristics associated with the sensor
electronics. The sensor electronics are in electronic
communication with the glucose sensor. The system further
includes a receiving device and external devices, wherein the
external devices include a first disposable device and a second
disposable device. Each external device is configured for wireless communication with both the receiving device and
the sensor electronics. The system enables the transfer of sensor context information from the first disposable device
to the second disposable device.

INTEROPERABILITY AND DATA EXCHANGE CAPABILITIES BETWEEN A BLOOD GLUCOSE MONITOR AND A
CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE MONITOR

Nº publicación    20/04/2023WO2023064877A1
Solicitantes BIOLINQ INCORPORATED [US] 
Resumen The current subject matter is directed to an ecosystem that enables interconnection of a blood glucose monitor and a

continuous glucose monitor for data exchange and processing of shared data. The communication of data and
instructions enables user-facing functionality and feedback to a user. The connection between the blood glucose
monitor and the continuous glucose monitor may also provide for improved functionality of either or both devices. For
example, measurements may be used for calibration or verification processes. Data streams from other data sources
may be correlated or integrated with the data obtained by the blood glucose monitor and/or the continuous glucose
monitor. The correlation or the integration of other data streams may be used to provide additional alerts or
functionality to the user. Aspects of the current subject matter are also directed to integration of blood glucose monitor
and continuous glucose monitor functionalities in one device or structure.
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DEVICE FOR SUBCUTANEOUS ADMINISTRATION

Nº publicación    20/04/2023WO2023062596A1
Solicitantes UNIV CAMPUS BIO MEDICO DI ROMA [IT] 
Resumen A device (1) to assist the diabetic patients while taking insulin through a general insulin pen (100), which device

comprises a sensorized case (10), with which it is possible to measure the injection angle, to recognize the
anatomical site (and the point inside it) in which the patient chooses to perform the injection, to identify the presence
of a lipodystrophy and to detect the injected insulin dose.

COMPUTERIZED METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR DETERMINING A NUTRITIONAL RECOMMENDATION

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023073072A1
Solicitantes METYOS [FR] 
Resumen The computerized method for determining a personalized

nutritional recommendation for a user makes use of time data
of the concentration of metabolites in the user that are obtained
by in vivo measurements carried out regularly over time in the
interstitial fluid of the user by at least one wearable sensor worn
by the user, including for glucose, non-esterified fatty acids,
gylcerol and/or ketone bodies, A computerized
recommendation module selects a recommendation suitable for
the user according to the time data, by applying rules assigning
the recommendations from the list of recommendations to time
data of the concentration of metabolites.

METHOD, SYSTEM, AND COMPUTER PROGRAM PRODUCT FOR IMPROVING THE ACCURACY OF GLUCOSE SENSORS
USING INSULIN DELIVERY OBSERVATION IN DIABETES

Nº publicación    24/05/2023EP4183326A1
Solicitantes UNIV VIRGINIA PATENT FOUNDATION [US] 
Resumen Method and System for providing a signal from an insulin pump,

artificial pancreas, or another insulin delivery device as a
source of information for improving the accuracy of a
continuous glucose sensor (CGS). The effect of using insulin
information to enhance sensor accuracy is most prominent at
low blood glucose levels, i.e. in the hypoglycemic range, which
is critical for any treatment. A system for providing a
filtering/state estimation methodology that may be used to determine a glucose state estimate at time t-τ. The
estimation may be extrapolated to some future time t and then the extrapolated value is used to extract the blood
glucose component. The blood glucose component of the extrapolation and the output of the CGS are weighted and
used to estimate the blood glucose level of a subject.
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METHOD FOR SURVIVAL PREDICTION AND FOR DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS

Nº publicación    13/04/2023WO2023057561A1
Solicitantes NORDISK HJERTECENTER APS [DK] 
Resumen The present disclosure provides for a novel method of predicting life expectancy in persons, in particular in persons

that have an a priori reduced life expectancy, for instance if they suffer from ischemic heart disease (IHD),
IHD-related depression, ANSD, type 2 diabetes mellitus. Also disclosed is a related method for increasing life
expectancy in human subjects, in particular in human subjects having an a priori reduced life expectancy. The
disclosure also provides a method for evaluating the efficacy of drugs other treatment of ANSD. The present invention
also provides a novel method for diagnosing and treating/preventing type 2 diabetes mellitus or IHD-related
depression. Finally, the disclosure also provides a method for diagnosing autonomic homeostatic glucose
dysregulation, and a novel method to re-establish normal homeostatic function, if disrupted, dysregulated or
insufficient

IMMUNOSUPPRESSANT RELEASING COATINGS

Nº publicación    12/04/2023EP4162874A1
Solicitantes MEDTRONIC MINIMED INC [US] 
Resumen Embodiments of the invention provide compositions useful in

implantable devices such as analyte sensors as well as
methods for making and using such compositions and devices.
In typical embodiments of the invention, the device is a glucose
sensor comprising a polymeric composition disposed on a
flexible assembly within the sensor that includes amounts of
one or more immunosuppressant agents designed to provide
such sensors with improved material properties such as
enhanced biocompatibility.

DIGITAL AND PERSONALIZED RISK MONITORING AND NUTRITION PLANNING SYSTEM FOR PRE-DIABETES

Nº publicación    30/03/2023WO2023046718A1
Solicitantes NESTLE SA [CH] 
Resumen Methods and systems monitor risk and recommend dietary intake for prediabetes via a personalized digital platform.

The methods can include generating an application for assessing a user-specific prediabetes risk, wherein the
application prompts entry of user attributes to assess the user-specific prediabetes risk; receiving, from a user device,
user attributes of a user to assess the user-specific prediabetes risk for the user; generating, based on a vectorization
of the user attributes, a feature vector associated with the user; performing a clustering of a plurality of feature vectors
comprising the feature vector associated with the user and a plurality of reference feature vectors; determining, based
on the clustering, a prediabetes risk level of the user; and generating, based on the prediabetes risk level of the user
and the user attributes, a recommendation for a dietary intake for the user.
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GLUCOSE MONITORING OVER PHASES AND CORRESPONDING PHASED INFORMATION DISPLAY

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023075924A1
Solicitantes DEXCOM INC [US] 
Resumen Glucose monitoring over phases and corresponding phased

information display is described. A multi-phase glucose
monitoring program that includes at least a first phase and a
second phase is initiated. First glucose data of a user is
obtained during the first phase of the multi-phase glucose
monitoring program. The output of the first glucose data in a
glucose monitoring user interface is prevented during the first
phase of the multi-phase glucose monitoring program. Second
glucose data of the user is then obtained during a second
phase of the multi-phase glucose monitoring program. The
second glucose data is output, in real-time, in the glucose
monitoring user interface during the second phase of the
multi-phase glucose monitoring program.

SMALL VOLUME FLUIDIC DEVICES

Nº publicación    06/04/2023WO2023052861A1
Solicitantes 3M INNOVATIVE PROPERTIES COMPANY [US] 
Resumen The present disclosure provides fluidic devices. A fluidic device includes a) a first bondable polymeric layer having a

first major surface that is substantially planar; b) a second polymeric layer having a first major surface that is
substantially planar; and c) a hydrophilic mask material disposed on a first portion of the first major surface of the first
bondable polymeric layer. A surface of the hydrophilic mask material exhibits an advancing contact angle with water
of less than 90 degrees. A second portion of the first major surface of the first bondable polymeric layer is bonded to a
first portion of the first major surface of the second polymeric layer. The hydrophilic mask material and a second
portion of the first major surface of the second polymeric layer are in direct contact with each other at at least one
point. An open volume is defined by interstitial space located between the hydrophilic mask material and the second
portion of the first major surface of the second polymeric layer. The open volume comprises two or more openings
and at least one of the openings is located at an edge of the first bondable polymeric layer. The fluidic devices can be
formed to have small volumes for use as precision fluidic devices, such as blood glucose testing strips.

TRANSMITTER FOR TRANSMITTING SENSOR DATA

Nº publicación    17/04/2023NL2029581B1
Solicitantes INREDA DIABETIC B V [NL] 
Resumen The invention relates to a transmitter for transmitting sensor data as measured by a sensor that is connectable to said

transmitter, for example a glucose sensor, said transmitter comprising connecting means for mechanically connecting
to said sensor and at least one electrical contact for providing an electrical connection with said sensor, wherein said
transmitter comprises at least one guiding and/or blocking element for guiding a movement of the sensor with respect
to the transmitter during connecting to and disconnecting from the transmitter in at least one direction and/or
orientation and/or for blocking a movement of the sensor with respect to the transmitter when connected to the
transmitter in at least one direction. The invention also relates to a transmitter and sensor assembly.
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DEVICE FOR NON-INVASIVE BLOOD GLUCOSE CONCENTRATION MEASUREMENT

Nº publicación    10/05/2023EP4175538A1
Solicitantes GLUCOACTIVE SPOLKA Z OGRANICZONA ODPOWIEDZIALNOSCIA [PL] 
Resumen The subject of the invention is a device for non-invasive blood

glucose concentration measurement, comprising a central
control system (4), a scattering module (1) and an electronic
control system (2) of the scattering module (1) connected to it.
The electronic control system (2) of the scattering module (1) is
connected to the central control system (4). The scattering
module (1) comprises a detection element (28) and a coherent
radiation source (14) connected to the control system of the
coherent radiation source (13). The device is characterized in
that it further comprises a transmission module (7) and an
electronic control system (8) of the transmission module (7)
connected to it, connected to the central control system (4). The
device further comprises a proximity sensor (12), connected to
the central control system (4). The device comprises an optical fiber probe (11) comprising an emitting optical fiber
(15) and a measuring optical fiber (18). The emitting optical fiber (15) is connected to a coherent radiation source
(14). The measuring optical fiber (18) is connected to a detection element (28). The emitting optical fiber (15) and the
measuring optical fiber (18) are parallel to each other within the optical fiber probe (11). The emitting optical fiber (15)
and the measuring optical fiber (18) have a numerical aperture larger or equal to 0.5.

KITS AND METHODS FOR MEASURING INSULIN SENSATIVITY

Nº publicación    17/05/2023EP4178440A1
Solicitantes UNIV LOUISIANA STATE [US] 
Resumen This invention is directed to towards methods of identifying a

subject with insulin resistance. For example, this invention is
drawn to adjusting C-peptide urinary excretion rate for average
glucose concentration to identify a subject with insulin
resistance.
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THERAPEUTIC HYBRID MICRONEEDLE PATCH FOR THE DELIVERY OF INSULIN AND GLUCAGON

Nº publicación    17/05/2023EP4178606A1
Solicitantes THE REGENTS OF UNIV OF CALIFORNIA [US] 
Resumen A therapeutic hybrid microneedle patch mimics the inherent

counter-regulatory effects of β-cells and α-cells for blood
glucose management by dynamically releasing insulin or
glucagon contained within the microneedles of the therapeutic
hybrid microneedle patch. The two types of microneedles in the
therapeutic hybrid microneedle patch share a co-polymerized
matrix but comprise different ratios of the key monomers to be
'dually-responsive' to both hyper- and hypoglycemic glucose
conditions. In a type 1 diabetic mouse model, the therapeutic
hybrid microneedle patch effectively controls hyperglycemia
while minimizing the occurrence of hypoglycemia in the setting
of insulin therapy and simulated delayed meal or insulin
overdose. In other embodiments, multiple patches are applied
to achieve similar results.

Calibration method and system

Nº publicación    24/05/2023GB2613032A
Solicitantes RSP SYSTEMS AS [DK] 
Resumen A system and method of calibrating a model used in a device for non-invasive in vivo measurement of an analyte

concentration using Raman spectroscopy. The device comprises an optical source for providing an optical signal and
an optical detector to receive a Raman scattered optical output. The method (Fig.2) comprises, in response to the
laser source being directed to a user’s skin 213, gathering Raman scattered radiation from the user’s skin and based
on that, calibrating the model based on reference data and the received Raman spectra over an extended period of
days. Once the model is calibrated, storing the model for use. The calibration period can be 14 days or 20 days or
between 20 and 28 days. The method may comprise receiving reference data from an invasive blood glucose
monitoring device.
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DIABETES PREDICTION USING GLUCOSE MEASUREMENTS AND MACHINE LEARNING

Nº publicación    03/05/2023EP4171367A1
Solicitantes DEXCOM INC [US] 
Resumen Diabetes prediction using glucose measurements and machine

learning is described. In one or more implementations, the
observation analysis platform includes a machine learning
model trained using historical glucose measurements and
historical outcome data of a user population to predict a
diabetes classification for an individual user. The historical
glucose measurements of the user population may be provided
by glucose monitoring devices worn by users of the user
population, while the historical outcome data includes one or
more diagnostic measurements obtained from sources
independent of the glucose monitoring devices. Once trained,
the machine learning model predicts a diabetes classification
for a user based on glucose measurements collected by a
wearable glucose monitoring device during an observation
period spanning multiple days. The predicted diabetes
classification may then be output, such as by generating one or
more notifications or user interfaces based on the classification.

GLUCOSE MEASUREMENT PREDICTIONS USING STACKED MACHINE LEARNING MODELS

Nº publicación    12/04/2023EP4162507A1
Solicitantes DEXCOM INC [US] 
Resumen Glucose measurement and glucose-impacting event prediction

using a stack of machine learning models is described. A CGM
platform includes stacked machine learning models, such that
an output generated by one of the machine learning models
can be provided as input to another one of the machine
learning models. The multiple machine learning models include
at least one model trained to generate a glucose measurement
prediction and another model trained to generate an event
prediction, for an upcoming time interval. Each of the stacked
machine learning models is configured to generate its
respective output when provided as input at least one of
glucose measurements provided by a CGM system worn by the
user or additional data describing user behavior or other
aspects that impact a person's glucose in the future.
Predictions may then be output, such as via communication
and/or display of a notification about the corresponding
prediction.
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GLUCOSE PREDICTION USING MACHINE LEARNING AND TIME SERIES GLUCOSE MEASUREMENTS

Nº publicación    05/04/2023EP4158335A1
Solicitantes DEXCOM INC [US] 
Resumen Glucose prediction using machine learning (ML) and time series

glucose measurements is described. Given the number of
people that wear glucose monitoring devices and because
some wearable glucose monitoring devices can produce
measurements continuously, a platform providing such devices
may have an enormous amount of data. This amount of data is
practically, if not actually, impossible for humans to process and
covers a robust number of state spaces unlikely to be covered
without the enormous amount of data. In implementations, a
glucose monitoring platform includes an ML model trained
using historical time series glucose measurements of a user
population. The ML model predicts upcoming glucose
measurements for a particular user by receiving a time series of
glucose measurements up to a time and determining the
upcoming glucose measurements of the particular user for an
interval subsequent to the time based on patterns learned from
the historical time series glucose measurements.
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DETECTING REINSERTION OF A CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE MONITORING SENSOR

Nº publicación    24/05/2023EP4182932A1
Solicitantes ASCENSIA DIABETES CARE HOLDINGS AG [CH] 
Resumen A continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) system is configured to

detect a reinserted CGM sensor. The system reads a CGM
sensor identifier stored in a CGM sensor unit memory in
response to insertion of a CGM sensor into the skin of user.
The system compares the identifier to any previously-stored
identifiers of previously-inserted CGM sensors. If the identifier
does not match a previously-stored identifier, indicating a
newly-inserted sensor, the identifier is stored and CGM may
begin. If the identifier matches a previously- stored identifier,
indicating a reinserted sensor, a usage limit corresponding to
the stored identifier of the reinserted sensor is then checked to
determine whether it has been met. If it has, CGM is halted. If it
has not, CGM may continue with the reinserted CGM sensor.
Methods of detecting reinsertion and usage limits of a CGM
sensor are also provided, as are other aspects.
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CLOSED-LOOP DIABETES TREATMENT SYSTEM DETECTING MEAL OR MISSED BOLUS

Nº publicación    19/04/2023EP4165649A2
Solicitantes BIGFOOT BIOMEDICAL INC [US] 
Resumen A computer-implemented method of performing closed-loop

insulin therapy comprises: receiving blood glucose values and
bolus information regarding a person with diabetes, the blood
glucose values and the bolus information relating to a period of
time; determining, based on the blood glucose values, the bolus
information, and a meal size propensity record regarding the
person, an amount of insulin for the person; and causing, in
response to the determination, the amount of insulin to be
administered to the person.
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